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Abstract
We propose algorithms for approximate filtering and smoothing in high-dimensional Fac-
torial Hidden Markov models. The approximation involves discarding, in a principled
way, likelihood factors according a notion of locality in a factor graph associated with the
emission distribution. This allows the exponential-in-dimension cost of exact filtering and
smoothing to be avoided. We prove that the approximation accuracy, measured in a local
total variation norm, is “dimension-free” in the sense that as the overall dimension of
the model increases the error bounds we derive do not necessarily degrade. A key step
in the analysis is to quantify the error introduced by localizing the likelihood function in
a Bayes’ rule update. The factorial structure of the likelihood function which we exploit
arises naturally when data have known spatial or network structure. We demonstrate the
new algorithms on synthetic examples and a London Underground passenger flow problem,
where the factor graph is effectively given by the train network.
Keywords: Factorial Hidden Markov models, filtering, smoothing, EM algorithm, high-
dimensions
1. Introduction
Since early appearance in the statistical literature (Baum and Petrie, 1966; Baum et al.,
1970) and popularization in speech recognition (Rabiner, 1989), Hidden Markov model’s
(HMMs) have been used to solve a broad range of problems ranging from texture recog-
nition (Bose and Kuo, 1994), to gene prediction (Stanke and Waack, 2003), and weather
forecasting (Hughes et al., 1999). The influential paper of Ghahramani and Jordan (1997)
introduced the class of Factorial Hidden Markov models (FHMM’s), in which the hidden
Markov chain is a multivariate process, with a-priori independent coordinates. This struc-
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ture provides a rich modelling framework to capture complex statistical patterns in data
sequences.
The main objective of the present paper is to overcome the computational difficul-
ties which arise when scaling-up FHMMs to high dimensional problems. The computa-
tional cost of the matrix-vector operations underlying the well known Forward-Backward
algorithm, which computes conditional distributions over hidden states given data, and in
turn the Baum-Welch algorithm to perform maximum-likelihood estimation of static pa-
rameters, typically grows exponentially with the dimension of the underlying state-space.
Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) derived a variant of the Forward-Backward algorithm which
achieves a degree of efficiency by exploiting the structure of FHMMs, but the exponential-
in-dimension scaling of cost cannot be avoided.
Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) also proposed two families of variational methods for
FHMMs, which allow approximate solution of the smoothing problem: computing condi-
tional distributions over hidden states given past and future data. In turn, this allows
approximate maximum likelihood parameter estimation via an expectation-maximization
(EM) algorithm. The attractive feature of these variational approximations is, in typical
FHMMs, that their computational complexity is a low-order polynomial in state dimen-
sion. However, little seems to be known about their performance in the context of FHMMs
from a theoretical point of view, other than the fact that by construction they minimize a
Kullback-Liebler divergence criterion. As surveyed recently by Blei et al. (2017)(Section
5), there are a number of strands of research into theoretical properties of variational
methods for some classes of statistical models, such as convergence analysis for mixture
models (Wang and Titterington, 2006), and consistency studies for stochastic block models
(Celisse et al., 2012; Bickel et al., 2013). However analysis specifically for FHMMs appears
to be lacking, and to the authors’ knowledge there are currently no detailed mathematical
studies of how variational approximation errors for FHMMs scale with dimension, data
record length, model parameters etc.
We focus on a class of FHMMs in which the emission distribution has a factorial structure
and propose approximate inference algorithms called the Graph Filter and Graph Smoother.
In some ways, the Graph Filter and Smoother are similar in spirit to variational methods:
they involve constructing approximate posterior distributions over hidden states which fac-
torize across dimension. However, unlike variational methods, they do not involve mini-
mization of a Kullback-Liebler divergence criterion and avoid the fixed-point iterations or
other optimization procedures which variational methods typically involve. Instead, the
Graph Filter and Smoother exploit the factorial structure of the emission distribution as
expressed through a factor graph, and perform approximation through localization – dis-
carding likelihood factors in a principled manner with respect to graph distance. Another
contrast between the variational methods of Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) and the Graph
Filter and Smoother is that the latter share the recursive-in-time structure of the Forward-
Backward algorithm. The forward pass, which conducts the task of filtering, can therefore
be used for prediction in online settings. Variational methods for FHMMs work in a batch
setting, suitable for offline data analysis.
Boyen and Koller (1998, 1999), proposed and studied inference methods in Dynamic
Bayesian Networks which involve recursively approximating belief-state distributions by the
product of their marginals and then propagating the result to the next time step. Particle
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filtering algorithms in the same vein appeared in Ng et al. (2002), Brandao et al. (2006) and
Besada-Portas et al. (2009). Ground-breaking theoretical work of Rebeschini and Van Handel
(2015) proved that similar algorithms can be used to conduct particle filtering efficiently in
high-dimensions, using techniques based on the Dobrushin Comparison Theorem (see for
instance Georgii, 2011). Subsequently Rebeschini and van Handel (2014) refined their anal-
ysis through generalized Dobrushin comparison theorems. Finke and Singh (2017) extended
these ideas from particle filtering to particle smoothing and studied dimension-independence
of the asymptotic Monte Carlo variance.
1.1 Contributions
We obtain theoretical results which quantify the approximation errors associated with the
Graph Filter and Smoother in terms of algorithm parameters and certain attributes of
factor graph. Error is measured in a local total variation distance, where again locality
is with respect to graph distance on the factor graph. The main message conveyed by
our theoretical results is that the Graph Filter and Smoother have “dimension-free” error
performance, in the sense that as the dimension of the underlying state space increases, the
assumptions we make do not necessarily become more demanding, and the error bounds
we derive do not necessarily degrade. The proofs are heavily influenced by the Dobrushin
Comparison techniques used by Rebeschini and Van Handel (2015).
Putting aside the fact that we work with discrete-state models and deterministic al-
gorithms where as Rebeschini and Van Handel (2015) and Finke and Singh (2017) worked
with particle algorithms, it is important to note that there is a crucial difference in de-
pendence structure between the class of FHMMs we consider and the class of models in
Rebeschini and Van Handel (2015) and Finke and Singh (2017). In the present context,
the variates of the hidden Markov chain are a-priori independent across dimensions, as is
inherent to FHMMs, with posterior dependence across dimensions in filtering and smooth-
ing distributions arising from the likelihood functions of the emission distributions. By
contrast, in Rebeschini and Van Handel (2015) and Finke and Singh (2017) the emission
distribution likelihood functions fully factorize across dimension, and so posterior depen-
dence across dimension arises only from such dependence in the prior Markov transition
probabilities. This difference is important because, as we shall make precise later, it means
that the type of factorization approximations in Boyen and Koller (1998),Boyen and Koller
(1999), Rebeschini and Van Handel (2015) and Finke and Singh (2017) are, in isolation,
not enough to ameliorate the exponential-in-dimension computational cost of filtering and
smoothing in FHMMs. Our idea of performing localization with respect to the factor graph
is the key novel ingredient which circumvents this issue.
Section 2 introduces the class of FHMMs we consider and background on exact infer-
ence by filtering and smoothing. Section 3 introduces the Graph Filter and Smoother, it
discusses their computational complexity and our main results, Theorems 2 and 3. An
important component in our analysis is a preliminary result concerning approximate Bayes’
rule updates using localized factorial likelihoods, Proposition 1, which may be of indepen-
dent interest.
Numerical experiments are reported in Section 4. We illustrate that the scaling of errors
with algorithm parameters and model attributes indicated by our theoretical results can
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have a substantial impact in practice. Considering synthetic data so that true parameter
values are known, we show how the Graph Smoother can be used within an approximate EM
algorithm to fit the parameters of an FHMM and we compare accuracy to the approximate
EM approach of Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) involving variational approximations.
Finally, we illustrate the utility of the Graph Filter and Smoother analysing Oyster
card “tap” data on the London Underground train network, estimating parameters and
performing prediction of passenger flow through stations. Some possible extensions and fu-
ture research directions are described in Section 5. All proofs and a collection of supporting
results are in the appendix. All the codes are implemented in Python 3 and available on
Github (https://github.com/LorenzoRimella/GraphFilter-GraphSmoother).
2. Factorial Hidden Markov models, filtering and smoothing
Over a time horizon of length T P N, a HMM is a pair of processes pXtqtPt0,...,T u, pYtqtPt1,...,T u
where the unobserved process pXtqtPt0,...,T u is a Markov chain, and each observation Yt is
conditionally independent of all other variables given Xt.
We consider the case where the state-space of pXtqtPt0,...,T u is of product form, Xt “
pXvt qvPV P XV where X and V are finite sets, and write L – cardpXq and M – cardpV q.
Each pYtqtPt1,...,T u is valued in a set Y which could be a discrete set, Rd or some subset
thereof.
We write µ0pxq for the probability mass function of X0, ppx, zq for the transition proba-
bility of pXtqtPt0,...,T u from x to z, and gpx, yq for the conditional probability mass or density
function of Yt given Xt. In the literature, gpx, ¨q is often called the emission distribution.
For any U Ď V and x “ pxvqvPV P XV we shall use the shorthand xU “ pxvqvPU , and
similarly for any probability mass function µ on XV we shall denote its marginal associated
with U by µU . When K is any partition of the set V , we shall say that µ factorizes with
respect to K if:
µpxq “
ź
KPK
µKpxKq, @x P XV ,
and in this situation we will use the shorthand:
µ “ â
KPK
µK .
The total variation distance between probability mass functions on XU , say µ and ν, is
denoted by:
}µ´ ν} – sup
APσpXU q
|µpAq ´ νpAq|,
with the obvious overloading of notation µpAq “ řxUPA µpxU q and where σpXU q is the
power set of XU . When µ, ν are probability mass functions on XV it will be convenient to
denote the local total variation (LTV) distance associated with U Ď V ,
}µ´ ν}U – sup
APσpXU q
|µU pAq ´ νUpAq|.
4
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2.1 Factorial Hidden Markov Models
In FHMMs (Ghahramani and Jordan, 1997) the transition probabilities of the hidden
Markov chain are assumed to factorize in the following manner:
ppx, zq “
ź
vPV
pvpxv, zvq, (1)
where each pvpxv, zvq is a transition probability on X. Directed acyclic graphs showing the
conditional independence structures of HMM’s and FHMM’s are shown in Figure 1.
(a)
Xt´1
Yt´1
Xt
Yt
Xt`1
Yt`1
(b)
Xvt´1
Yt´1
Xvt
Yt
Xvt`1
Yt`1
Xwt´1 X
w
t X
w
t`1
Figure 1: A conditional independence structure of a HMM (a) and an FHMM (b)
In this paper we consider a factorial structure also of the likelihood function x ÞÑ gpx, yq.
Let F be a finite set and let G “ pV, F,Eq be a factor graph associated with x ÞÑ gpx, yq,
that is a bi-partite graph with vertex sets V, F and edge set E such that gpx, yq can be
written in terms of factors:
gpx, yq “
ź
fPF
gf pxNpfq, yq, (2)
where Np¨q is the neighbourhood function,
Npwq – tw1 P V Y F : pw,w1q P Eu, w P V Y F. (3)
In applications each observation y will typically be multivariate and each likelihood factor
gf pxNpfq, yq may depend on y only through some subset of its constituent variates, but the
details will be model specific, so we do not introduce them at this stage.
2.2 Filtering and Smoothing
The tasks of filtering and smoothing at time t are to compute, respectively, the conditional
distributions of Xt given the realized observations py1, . . . , ytq and py1, . . . , yT q. We shall
denote the corresponding probability mass functions by πt and πt|T .
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Xt
Yt
X1t X
2
t X
3
t X
4
t X
5
t
f1 f2 f3 f4
Figure 2: An example of factor graph for a fixed time step t of an FHMM where V “
t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u and F “ tf1, f2, f3, f4u.
Filtering can be conducted in a forward pass through the data:
π0 – µ0, πt – Ftπt´1, Ft – CtP, t P t1, . . . , T u, (4)
where the “prediction” operator P and the “correction” operator Ct act on probability
mass functions µ as:
Pµpxq –
ÿ
zPXV
ppz, xqµpzq, Ctµpxq – gpx, ytqµpxqř
zPXV
gpz, ytqµpzq , x P X
V . (5)
If µ is considered a prior distribution, the operator Ct can be understood as applying a
Bayes’ rule update using the likelihood function gpx, ytq.
Amongst various smoothing algorithms, we focus on the forward-filtering, backward-
smoothing method presented by Kitagawa (1987), which involves a backward in time recur-
sion performed after filtering:
πT |T – πT , πt|T – Rπtπt`1|T , t P tT ´ 1, . . . , 0u, (6)
where for probability mass functions µ, ν the operator Rνµ is defined as:
Rνµpxq –
ÿ
zPXV
ppx, zqνpxqř
x˜PXV ppx˜, zqνpx˜q
µpzq, x P XV .
Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) showed that for FHMMs the complexity of (4) and (6)
together is OpTMLM`1q. The LM part of this complexity makes implementation pro-
hibitively costly as the dimension M grows.
3. Approximate filtering and smoothing
To introduce our approximate filtering and smoothing techniques – called the Graph Filter
and Graph Smoother – consider the filtering and smoothing recursions, (4) and (6), and fix
any partition K of V . Suppose that one has already obtained an approximation to πt´1,
call it π˜t´1, which factorizes with respect to K. Then due to (1), Pπ˜t´1, also factorizes with
respect to K. However CtPπ˜t´1 does not factorize with respect to K in general. In Section
3.1 we shall define an approximation to the Bayes update operator Ct, denoted C˜
m
t , where
m is a parameter, such that π˜t – C˜
m
t Pπ˜t´1 does factorize with respect K.
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Once pπ˜tqtPt0,...,T u have been computed in this manner, a sequence of approximate
smoothing distributions pπ˜t|T qtPt0,...,T u will be obtained by setting π˜T |T – π˜T and then
π˜t´1|T – Rπ˜tπ˜t|T , for t “ T, T ´ 1, . . . , 0. Due to (1) and the fact that pπ˜tqtPt0,...,T u each
factorizes with respect to K, it follows that pπ˜t|T qtPt0,...,T u also factorize with respect to K.
The key ingredient in all of this is finding a way to approximate the action of the Bayes
update operator Ct in an accurate but computationally inexpensive manner. Our next
objective is to introduce the details of how we do so.
3.1 Approximate Bayes updates via localization and factorization
Let d : pV Y F q2 Ñ R` be the graph distance on G, that is dpw,w1q is the number of edges
in a shortest path between w,w1. Augmenting the definition of the neighborhood function
(3), define, for any J Ď V ,
N rv pJq – tv1 P V such that Dv P J with dpv, v1q ď 2r ` 2u,
N rf pJq – tf P F such that Dv P J with dpv, fq ď 2r ` 1u.
Then for a given probability mass function µ on XV , a partition of V denoted K and m ě 0
define:
C˜
m,K
t µpxKq –
ř
zPXV :zK“xK
ś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pzNpfq, ytqµpzqř
zPXV
ś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pzNpfq, ytqµpzq
, xK P XK ,K P K, (7)
C˜
m
t µ –
â
KPK
C˜
m,K
t µ. (8)
Note the dependence of C˜mt on K is not shown in the notation.
To see the motivation for (7)-(8), observe from the definition of the Bayes update opera-
tor (5) and factorial likelihood function (2) that the marginal distribution of Ctµ associated
with some K P K is given by:
pCtµqKpxKq –
ř
zPXV :zK“xK
ś
fPF g
f pzNpfq, ytqµpzqř
zPXV
ś
fPF g
f pzNpfq, ytqµpzq
. (9)
The definition (7)-(8) thus embodies two ideas: localization, in that C˜m,Kt µ is an ap-
proximation to the exact marginal pCtµqK obtained by replacing the likelihood functionś
fPF g
f pzNpfq, ytq in (9) by the “local-to-K” product
ś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pzNpfq, ytq; and fac-
torization, in that C˜mt µ factorizes with respect to K by construction. Figure 3 illustrates
sub-graphs of G associated with each of the neighborhoods Nmf pKq, K P K.
It is important to note that the factorization idea alone is not enough for our purposes:
computing the marginal distribution pCtµqK has a cost which is exponential in M in gen-
eral for likelihoods of the form (2), even when µ factorizes with respect to K. So takingÂ
KPKpCtµqK as an approximation to Ctµ would offer no computational advantage. This
distinguishes our setup from that of (Rebeschini and Van Handel, 2015; Finke and Singh,
2017) as discussed in Section 1, and is the reason we introduce localization through the
parameter m.
7
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X1 X2 X3 X4 X5
X1 X2 X3
f1 f2
X1 X2 X3 X4
f1 f2 f3
X3 X4 X5
f2 f3
X4 X5
f4
f1 f2 f3 f4
Figure 3: An example of sub-graphs associated with the neighborhoods Nmf pKq, K P K,
when V “ t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u, F “ tf1, f2, f3, f4u, K “ tt1, 2u, t3u, t4u, t5uu and m “ 0.
More detailed consideration of the complexity of computing C˜mt µ is given after our first
main result, Proposition 1, which quantifies the approximation error associated with C˜mt
and is one of the building blocks in the overall analysis of our approximate filtering and
smoothing method.
In order to state Proposition 1 we need some further definitions. Firstly let us introduce
the following attributes of the factor graph G.
dpJ, J 1q – min
wPJ
min
w1PJ 1
dpw,w1q, J, J 1 Ď V Y F, (10)
nK –
1
2
max
vPV
dpK, vq, K P K (11)
n – max
KPK
nK , (12)
Υ – max
vPV
cardpNpvqq, (13)
Υp2q – max
vPV
cardpN0v pvqq, (14)
Υ˜ – max
v,v1PV
cardpNpvq XNpv1qq. (15)
Note the dependence of n on K is not shown in the notation.
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Secondly, given a probability mass function µ on XV and a random variable X „ µ, we
shall denote by µvx the conditional distribution of X
v given tXV zv “ xV zvu, and define
C
µ
v,v1 –
1
2
sup
x,zPXV :xv1“zv1
‖µvx ´ µvz‖ , v, v1 P V,
Corrpµ, βq – max
vPV
ÿ
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qC
µ
v,v1 ,
where β ą 0 is a given constant.
Proposition 1 Fix any partition K of V and any t P t1, . . . , T u. Suppose there exists
κ P p0, 1q such that:
κ ď gf
´
xNpfq, yt
¯
ď 1
κ
, @x P XV , f P F. (16)
Assume that for a given probability mass function µ on XV there exists β ą 0 such that:
2κ´2ΥCorrpµ, βq ` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
. (17)
Then for any K P K, J Ď K and m P t0, . . . , nu,
∥
∥
∥Ctµ´ C˜mt µ
∥
∥
∥
J
ď 4e´β
´
1´ κbpm,Kq
¯
cardpJqe´βm, (18)
where bpm,Kq – 2maxKPKmaxvRNm´1v pKqtcardpNpvqqu, with the convention that the max-
imum over an empty set is zero.
The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Appendix A (see Section A.2). The term Corrpµ, βq
quantifies the strength of dependence across the coordinates of X “ pXvqvPV „ µ . The
hypothesis (17) places a combined constraint on this dependence, the constant κ which in
(16) controls the oscillation of the likelihood function factors gf pxNpfq, ytq, and the graph
attributes Υ, Υp2q and Υ˜.
Turning to the bound (18), let us examine its dependence on the partition K and the
parameter m. The quantity bpm,Kq is non-increasing with m. In practice, bpm,Kq will
often be decreasing with m, and is always zero when m “ n since then Nm´1v pKq is V . Also
bpm,Kq will often decrease as K becomes more coarse and in the extreme case of the trivial
partition K “ tV u, the constant bpm,Kq is always zero, because Nm´1v pKq is again V , and
so v R V is equivalent to v P H. Combined with the e´βm term, this means
∥
∥
∥Ctµ´ C˜mt µ
∥
∥
∥
J
can be made small by choosing the partition K to be suitably coarse and m to be suitably
large.
It is important to note that Corrpµ, βq, κ and Υ appearing in the hypotheses (16)
and (17), and the quantities on the right hand side of (18) do not necessarily have any
dependence onM , the overall dimension of the state-space. For instance, when µ “ bvPV µv
then Corrpµ, βq “ 0 and one can easily construct families of FHMMs of increasing dimension
in which κ, Υ, Υp2q, Υ˜, bpm,Kq are independent of M : consider the simple case where the
factor graph is a chain as shown in Figure 4, and the dimension of the model is increased
9
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X7tX
6
tX
5
tX
4
tX
3
tX
2
tX
1
t
f6f5f4f3f2f1
Figure 4: Solid lines indicate a chain factor graph with 4 likelihood factors and V “
t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u, hence M “ 5. Dashed lines indicate extension to M “ 6, 7 by adding f5 and
Xp6q then f6 and X
p7q.
by adding f5 and X
p6q then f6 and X
p7q as shown by the dashed lines. In this situation,
for any v P V the cardinality of Npvq and N0v pvq remain unchanged as the dimension of the
model increases.
Algorithm 1 Approximate Bayes update
Require: K, tNmf pKquKPK, tNmv pKquKPK, tµKuKPK, tgf p¨, yqufPF
for K P K do
Kˆ Ð tK 1 P K : K 1 XNmv pKq ‰ Hu
µˆÐ Â
K 1PKˆ
µK
1
for x P XKˆ do
for f P Nmf pKq do
µ˜pxq Ð µ˜pxq ¨ gf `xNpfq, y˘
Normalize µ˜ to a probability mass function on XKˆ
for xK P XK do
µ˜KpxKq Ð ř
zPXKˆ :zK“xK
µ˜pzq
return pµ˜KqKPK
Algorithm 1 shows the steps involved in computing C˜mt µ in the case that µ factorizes
with respect to K. To simplify considerations of the computational cost of Algorithm 1, let
us suppose that for each K P K there exists a collection of elements in K that is a partition
of Nmv pKq. This is a typical feature of regular graphs such as lattices. In this case the
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complexity of Algorithm 1 is readily found to be:
O
ˆ
cardpKqmax
KPK
card
`
Nmf pKq
˘
L
max
KPK
cardpNmv pKqq
˙
.
Crucially the exponent of L in this cost, which is proportional to maxKPK cardpNmv pKqq,
does not necessarily grow with the overall dimension M , see again the chain example in
Figure 4. This suggests that the overall cost of a filtering and smoothing method built
around the approximate Bayes update operator C˜mt may avoid the exponential-in-M factor
in the cost OpTMLM`1q of exact filtering and smoothing for FHMMs.
3.2 Graph Filter
As an approximation to the operator Ft introduced in Section 2.2 we now define:
F˜
m
t – C˜
m
t P,
where the dependence of F˜mt on K, inherited from C˜
m
t , is not shown in the notation. The
approximate filtering distributions are then defined by the recursion:
π˜0 – µ0, π˜t – F˜
m
t π˜t´1, t P t1, . . . , T u (19)
Our next result, Theorem 2, builds from Proposition 1 and quantifies the approximation
error associated with pπ˜tqtPt0,...,T u. In order to state it we need to introduce, further to (10)-
(15), the definitions for J Ď V ,rJ – tv P J : @f P Npvq, Npfq Ď Ju, (20)
BJ – Jz rJ, (21)
BNpJq – tf P NpJq : Npfq X V zJ ‰ Hu. (22)
Theorem 2 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any partition K of V .
There exists a region R0 Ď p0, 1q3 depending only on Υ˜,Υ and Υp2q, such that if, for given
pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R0,
ǫ´ ď pvpxv, zvq ď ǫ`, and κ ď gf
´
xNpfq, yt
¯
ď 1
κ
@x P XV , z P XV , v P V, f P F, t P t1, . . . , T u,
then for β ą 0 small enough depending only on Υ˜,Υ,Υp2q, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ, we have that for
any µ0, K P K, J Ď K and m P t0, . . . , nu:
‖πt ´ π˜t‖J ď α1pβq
´
1´ κapKq
¯
cardpJq ` γ1pβq
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
cardpJqe´βm, @t P t1, . . . , T u,
where πt, π˜t are given by (4) and (19) with initial condition µ0; α1pβq, γ1pβq are constants
depending only on β, and
apKq – 2max
KPK
max
vPBK
cardpNpvq X BNpKqq,
bpm,Kq – 2max
KPK
max
vRNm´1v pKq
cardpNpvqq,
with the convention that the maximum over an empty set is zero.
11
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The proof of Theorem 2 is in Appendix A (see Section A.2). Explicit expressions for
R0, β, α1pβq and γ1pβq are given in the proof of the theorem and its supporting results, see
(50) for R0 and β, and (51) for α1pβq and γ1pβq.
The second term on the right hand side of the bound on ‖πt ´ π˜t‖J given in Theorem
2 is, up to a numerical constant, equal to the upper bound obtained in Proposition 1, see
discussion there of its dependence on m and K. The first term on the right hand side of the
bound on ‖πt ´ π˜t‖J depends on the neighborhood structure of the factor graph G. Loosely
speaking, the constant apKq is small when the graph is sparsely connected and the partition
is coarse, and in the extreme case of the trivial partition K “ tV u, the constant apKq is
zero because, in the notation of (20), V˜ “ V and so BV is empty. The quantities in the
hypotheses and bound of Theorem 2 exhibit the same dimension-free qualities as discussed
after Proposition 1.
Algorithm 2 Graph Filter
Require: K, tNmf pKquKPK, tNmv pKquKPK, tµK0 uKPK, tpvp¨, ¨quvPV , tgf p¨, ¨qufPF , tytut“t1,...,T u
for K P K do
π˜K0 Ð µK0
Compute pKp¨, ¨q – ś
vPK
pvp¨, ¨q
for t P t1, . . . , T u do
for K P K do
for zK P XK do
πˆKpzq Ð ř
xKPXK
pKpxK , zKq ¨ π˜Kt´1pxKq
pπ˜Kt qKPK ÐAlgorithm 1
´
K, tNmf pKquKPK, tNmv pKquKPK, tπˆKuKPK, tgf p¨, ytqufPF
¯
return tpπ˜Kt qKPKut“t0,...,T u
Implementation of the approximate filtering method is shown in Algorithm 2, which we
shall refer to from now on as the Graph Filter. Noting that the complexity of computing
πˆ Ð pPµqK , which is OpTcardpKqL2maxKPK cardpKqq, is dominated by the cost of Algorithm 1,
with an additional 2 at the exponent of L, the overall complexity of Algorithm 2 is:
O
ˆ
TcardpKqmax
KPK
card
`
Nmf pKq
˘
L
2max
KPK
cardpNmv pKqq
˙
.
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For the chain graph example in Figure 4 with K “ tt1u, t2u, . . .u, the complexity is:
O
´
TcardpKqmint2pm ` 1q,M ´ 1uL2mint2pm`1q`1,Mu
¯
.
Thus the exponent of L has the dimension free property of becoming independent of M
depending on m when M is large enough.
3.3 Graph Smoother
The approximate smoothing distributions are defined by simply substituting the approxi-
mate filtering distributions into (6):
π˜T |T – π˜T , π˜t|T – Rπ˜tπ˜t`1|T , t P tT ´ 1, . . . , 0u. (23)
Theorem 3 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any partition K of V .
There exists a region R˜0 Ď p0, 1q3 depending only on Υ˜,Υ and Υp2q, such that if, for given
pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R˜0,
ǫ´ ď pvpxv, zvq ď ǫ` and κ ď gf
´
xNpfq, yt
¯
ď 1
κ
, @x P XV , z P XV , v P V, f P F, t P t1, . . . , T u,
then for β ą logp2q small enough, depending only on Υ˜,Υ,Υp2q, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ, we have that
for any µ0, K P K, J Ď K, m P t0, . . . , nu and t P t0, . . . , T u,
∥
∥π˜t|T ´ πt|T
∥
∥
J
ď α2pβ, ǫ´, ǫ`q
´
1´ κapKq
¯
cardpJq ` γ2pβ, ǫ´, ǫ`q
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
cardpJqe´βm,
where πt|T , π˜t|T are given by (6) and (23) with initial condition µ0, α2pβ, ǫ´, ǫ`q and
γ2pβ, ǫ´, ǫ`q are constants depending on ǫ´, ǫ`, β and
apKq – 2max
KPK
max
vPBK
cardpNpvq X BNpKqq,
bpm,Kq – 2max
KPK
max
vRNm´1v pKq
cardpNpvqq,
with the convention that the maximum over an empty set is zero.
The proof of Theorem 3 is in Appendix A (see Section A.3.3). The only difference between
the bound in this theorem and that in Theorem 2 are the constants α2pβ, ǫ´, ǫ`q and
γ2pβ, ǫ´, ǫ`q, explicit expressions can be deduced from the proof.
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Algorithm 3 Graph Smoother
Require: K, tpvp¨, ¨quvPV , tπ˜Kt uKPK,t“t0,...,T u
for K P K do
π˜K
T |T Ð π˜KT
Compute pKp¨, ¨q – ś
vPK
pvp¨, ¨q
for t P tT ´ 1, . . . , 0u do
for K P K do
for zK P XK do
for xK P XK do
ÐÝp KpzK , xKq Ð pKpxK , zKqπ˜Kt pxKq
Normalize ÐÝp KpzK , xKq
for xK P XK do
π˜K
t|T pxKq Ð
ř
zKPXK
ÐÝp KpzK , xKqπ˜K
t`1|T pzKq
return tpπ˜K
t|T qKPKut“t1,...,T u
The approximate smoothing method, shown in Algorithm 3 has complexity
O
ˆ
TcardpKqL3 maxKPK cardpKq
˙
.
Assuming 3maxKPK cardpKq is smaller than 2maxKPK cardpNmv pKqq, which is typi-
cally the case in practice, the overall complexity of Algorithm 2 combined with Algorithm
3 is:
O
ˆ
TcardKqmax
KPK
card
`
Nmf pKq
˘
L
2max
KPK
cardpNmv pKqq
˙
.
4. Numerical results
Section 4.1 describes a class of FHMM’s with conditionally Gaussian observations used
as a running example in Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) and which we shall use in our
numerical experiments. The purpose of the first set of experiments, in Section 4.2, is to
illustrate the practical implications of our theoretical results, assessing the performance of
the Graph Filter and Smoother methods against exact filtering and smoothing, both in
14
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terms of accuracy and computational speed. In Section 4.3 we compare the performance of
EM algorithms for parameter estimation built around the Graph Smoother and variational
approximations presented in Ghahramani and Jordan (1997). In Section 4.4 we outline a
model of traffic flow on the London Underground and illustrate parameter estimation and
prediction using the Graph Filter and Smoother.
We used the University of Bristol’s BlueCrystal High Performance Computing machine.
The experiments were run on either one or two standard compute nodes each with 2 x
2.6GHz 8-core Intel E5-2670 (SandyBridge) chips and 4GB of RAM per core.
4.1 Model specification
With X a finite subset of Z, V “ t1, . . . ,Mu and Y “ Rdy , consider the Gaussian emission
model from Ghahramani and Jordan (1997):
gpx, yq “ |Σ|´ 12 p2πq´ dy2 exp
"
´1
2
ry ´ apxqsT Σ´1 ry ´ apxqs
*
,
where apxq is a vector whose entries may depend on x.
X5tX
4
tX
3
tX
2
tX
1
t
Y 4t „ NpcX
5
t ` cX
4
t , σ
2qY 3t „ NpcX
4
t ` cX
3
t , σ
2qY 2t „ NpcX
3
t ` cX
2
t , σ
2qY 1t „ NpcX
2
t ` cX
1
t , σ
2q
X5t „ ppX
5
t´1, ¨qX
4
t „ ppX
4
t´1, ¨qX
3
t „ ppX
3
t´1, ¨qX
2
t „ ppX
2
t´1, ¨qX
1
t „ ppX
1
t´1, ¨q
f 4f 3f 2f 1
,
Figure 5: Factor graph for the model (24) in the case F “ tf1, f2, f3, f4u and V “
t1, 2, 3, 4, 5u.
We specialize to the case dy “M ´ 1 and the specific forms of Σ and apxq:
Σ “ σ2I and apxq “
´
af pxq
¯
fPt1...M´1u
with af pxq – c
´
xf ` xf`1
¯
, (24)
where c ą 0 is a constant. Under these assumptions, Npfq “ tf, f ` 1u and
gf pxNpfq, yq “ 1?
2πσ
exp
"
´ry
f ´ cpxf ` xf`1qs2
2σ2
*
. (25)
The corresponding factor graph G is a chain, as already seen in Figure 4, and it is illus-
trated in Figure 5. We also assume that the transition probabilities and initial probability
mass function have identical components across V ,
ppx, zq “
ź
vPV
pvpxv, zvq, µ0pxq “
ź
vPV
µv0pxvq, pv “ pˆ, µv0 “ µˆ0, @v P V. (26)
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Throughout the experiments we fix the partition K as:
K “ tt1u, . . . , tMuu.
4.2 Accuracy and speed performance for filtering and smoothing
We took X “ t0, 1u and simulated three data sets of length T “ 500 from the model with
parameters:
µˆ0pxvq “ 1, xv “ 1,@v P V, tpˆpxv, zvquxv ,zvPX “
ˆ
0.6 0.4
0.2 0.8
˙
, c “ 1, σ2 “ 1. (27)
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Figure 6: Execution time for the combined filtering and smoothing algorithms as a function
of m and M . Each vertical pair of plots corresponds to one of three simulated data sets.
GJ is the exact filtering and smoothing algorithm of Ghahramani and Jordan (1997).
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First consider the execution time of the approximate filtering and smoothing method,
i.e., the combination of Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, as a function of the parameters m
and M . Figure 6 shows execution time as m and M vary. The execution time of exact
filtering and smoothing using the algorithm of Ghahramani and Jordan (1997), henceforth
“GJ” , is included for reference.
It is apparent from the top row of plots that with m fixed, the execution time of the
Graph Filter and Smoother initially increases super-linearly withM up to some point which
depends on m, and from then on it is linear in M . This is most visually evident for the
large values of m and is consistent with the complexity of the combined Graph Filter and
Smoother method discussed in Section 3.3, which for the model considered here is:
O
´
TM mint2pm` 1q,M ´ 1uL2mint2pm`1q`1,Mu
¯
. (28)
By contrast, the execution time of GJ increases exponentially with M , making its imple-
mentation extremely expensive in high-dimensional cases.
When M is fixed, it is clear from the bottom row of plots in Figure 6 that the execution
time of the Graph Filter and Smoother is super-linear in m up to some point which depends
onM , and then is constant inm. Again this is consistent with (28). The phenomenon of the
cost becoming constant in m arises because as m grows, eventually all factors are included
in the products in C˜m,Kt , see (7).
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Figure 7: The LTV distance between the approximate and exact marginal smoothing dis-
tributions averaged over both the components Xit , . . . ,X
i`4
t , with i “ 1, . . . , 8, and the
T “ 500 time steps. With m fixed the average LTV is constant in M for M large enough.
The three plots correspond to the three simulated data sets.
We now examine accuracy. Recall two important characteristics of the bound of Theo-
rem 3: the bound does not depend on the overall dimension, M , and decays exponentially
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with m. The region R˜0 in Theorem 3 is non-empty, but for the specific parameter settings
in (27) there does not exist pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R˜0 such that the assumptions of the theorem on pv
and gf hold. Thus technically Theorem 3 does not hold in this example. However, Figure 7
and Figure 8 encouragingly show that the LTV between the exact and approximate smooth-
ing distributions exhibits the characteristics of not depending on the overall dimension, M ,
and decaying exponentially with m.
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Figure 8: The LTV distance between the approximate and exact marginal smoothing dis-
tributions of certain components of X1t , . . . ,X
M
t and the T “ 500 time steps. The LTV
decreases exponentially with m. The three plots correspond to the three simulated data
sets.
4.3 Comparison to variational inference within EM for parameter estimation
Our next objective is to illustrate the accuracy of parameter estimation using the Graph
Smoother within an approximate EM algorithm. We shall compare performance to the
approximate EM approach of Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) in which variational ap-
proximations to the smoothing distributions are employed. For background on EM see
Dempster et al. (1977) and Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) (Section 3.1).
Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) (Sections 3.4 and 3.5) describe two families of varia-
tional distributions for FHMM which can be used to compute the E-step in EM approxi-
mately: a “fully-factorized” scheme in which the variational distribution is chosen to statis-
tically decouple all state variables, pXvt qvPV , t “ 0, . . . , T , in the HMM, and a “structured”
approximation, in which the variational distribution is Markovian in time but statistically
decouples state-variables across V . We shall refer to the former as completely decoupled and
the latter as spatially decoupled.
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Figure 9: M “ 3. Estimation of c and σ2 using approximate EM based on the
Graph Smoother and the completely and spatially decoupled variational approximations
by Ghahramani and Jordan (1997). Horizontal axes correspond to EM iterations. 20 dif-
ferent EM initializations shown for each algorithm setting.
The time complexity of computing the approximate smoothing distributions using either
the completely decoupled or spatially decoupled schemes is:
OpITL2M2pM ´ 1q4q, (29)
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where I is the number of iterations of the fixed-point equations needed to find the variational
approximation. In our experiments we found that I “ 20 was sufficient for convergence,
indeed Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) (pag. 254) suggest 2 ´ 10 iterations is typically
sufficient. Recall that for M large enough, (28) is exponential in m, but linear in M ,
while (29) scales no faster than M6. Whether or not the variational approximations can be
computed more quickly than the Graph Smoother is dependent on the model in question.
In our experiments we did not find a substantial difference in speed.
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Figure 10: M “ 3. Estimation of µˆ0 and pˆ using approximate EM based on the
Graph Smoother and the completely and spatially decoupled variational approximations by
Ghahramani and Jordan (1997). Horizontal axes correspond to EM iterations. 20 different
EM initializations shown for each algorithm setting. Traces corresponding to the 2 elements
of the initial distribution µˆ0 and 4 elements of the transition matrix pˆ are superimposed on
each plot.
Details of the EM updates using the Graph Smoother are given in Appendix B. The
only difference between these updates and those using the variational approximations is
in the E-step, where the expectation is simply taken with respect to the corresponding
approximate smoothing distribution.
In our experiments we considered the model described in Section 4.1, with X “ t0, 1u
and T “ 200, and generated a data set with true parameter values:
µˆ0pxvq “ 1, xv “ 1,@v P V, tpˆpxv, zvquxv ,zvPX “
ˆ
0.6 0.4
0.2 0.8
˙
, c “ 2 and σ2 “ 4.
The EM algorithms based on the Graph Smoother and the fully and spatially decoupled
variational approximations were run for 20 different EM initializations. Figures 9 and 10
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show the results for M “ 3 and figures 11 and 12 show results for the higher dimensional
case: M “ 10.
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Figure 11: M “ 10. Estimation of c and σ2 using approximate EM based on the
Graph Smoother and the completely and spatially decoupled variational approximations
by Ghahramani and Jordan (1997). Horizontal axes correspond to EM iterations. 20 dif-
ferent EM initializations shown for each algorithm setting.
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Figure 12: M “ 10. Estimation of µˆ0 and pˆ using approximate EM based on the
Graph Smoother and the completely and spatially decoupled variational approximations by
Ghahramani and Jordan (1997). Horizontal axes correspond to EM iterations. 20 different
EM initializations shown for each algorithm setting. Traces corresponding to the 2 elements
of the initial distribution µˆ0 and 4 elements of the transition matrix pˆ are superimposed on
each plot.
In Figure 9 the EM algorithms associated with the Graph Smoother converge to points
closer to the true parameter values than those using the variational approximations. Using
m “ 1 rather than m “ 0 in the former yields a slight increase in accuracy. In Figure 10 the
results using the Graph Smoother are not more accurate in all cases, but the completely
decoupled variational method generally performs badly. In Figure 11 the results for the
Graph Smoother are again more accurate. In Figure 12 it is notable that the estimates
of the transition probabilities are a little more accurate with m “ 0 rather than m “ 1,
but substantially more accurate than with either of the variational schemes. Again the
completely decoupled variational approximation performs poorly.
4.4 Analyzing traffic flow on the London Underground
We used the model from Section 4.1 to analyze passenger flow on the London Underground.
Transport For London, the operator of the London Underground, has made publicly avail-
able “tap” data, consisting of a 5% sample of all Oyster card journeys in a week during
November 2009 (Transport for London, 2018). The data consist of the locations and times
of entry to and exit from the transport network for each trip.
Similar Transport for London data have be analyzed by Silva et al. (2015), who devel-
oped models of numbers of trips between pairs of stations in the Underground network in
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order to quantify the effects of shocks such as line and station closures, and to predict traffic
volumes. The modelling approach described by Silva et al. (2015)(Supporting Information)
is very sophisticated, including several components such as regression of the numbers of
passengers entering stations onto time, a cascade of nonparametric binomial models for
the numbers of passengers inside the transport system who entered at each station and
a Bayesian probabilistic flow model. One of many attractive features of this approach
is that it avoids the computational cost of network tomography models for traffic data
(Guimera et al., 2005; Colizza et al., 2006; Newman et al., 2011) which is prohibitive in the
context of large transport systems due to the exponential growth of problem size in the num-
ber of network links. Similar computational difficulties are encountered with some dynamic
Bayesian network models of flow on transport networks. For example, Hofleitner et al.
(2012) propose a dynamic mixture model for travel times where the mixture component
represents a time-varying congestion state associated with each link in the transport net-
work. In principle, inference in this model can be performed using a particle filter, but as
noted by Woodard et al. (2017), due to high-dimensionality the cost of doing so accurately
(with respect to Monte Carlo error) is very demanding.
It is not our objective to conduct as detailed modelling exercise as in these works, but
rather to establish a proof of principle that the Graph Filter and Smoother are naturally
suited to the topological structure of transport networks and show promise for traffic pre-
diction using even the very simple FHMM of Section 4.1. This leaves potential for a deeper
investigation of traffic modelling using FHMM’s in future work.
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Figure 13: London underground network, where stations are yellow nodes and train lines
are green edges.
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We consider 11 stations on an eastern portion of the District line: Upminster Bridge,
Hornchurch, Elm Park, Dagenham East, Dagenham Heathway, Becontree, Upney, Barking,
East Ham, Upton Park and Plaistow. Geographical locations are shown in Figure 13. Each
factor f P t1, . . . , 11u in G is associated with one of these 11 stations and each yft is the
total net inflow at station f , i.e. the count of passengers entering minus count of passengers
exiting, in the t-th time window of length 10 minutes during the hours of 4.40am to 11pm,
on each of the days Monday-Friday in data set. On each day, two further data points
associated with each station count the total net inflow during the quiet periods 12 midnight
to 4.40am and 11pm to 12 midnight.
We separated the data into a training set consisting of Monday and Tuesday and a test
set consisting of Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. The data are shown by the blue plots
in Figure 15 and Figure 16, the data for Upton Park and Plaistow are omitted from the
figures only for ease of presentation.
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Figure 14: Parameter estimation using the Graph Smoother and EM in the London Under-
ground model.
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Having associated the factors in the model of Section 4.1 with stations, each state-
variable Xvt is naturally associated with a link in the train line highlighted in Figure 13. We
take X “ t´1, 0, 1u, so that through the local likelihood function (25), each latent variable
Xvt can have a negative, neutral or positive impact on the mean net passenger flow at the
stations associated with the neighbors of v in G. Although we are restricting attention to
only 11 out of over 300 stations in the full London Underground network, exact filtering
and smoothing would be very computationally expensive since M “ 12, L “ 3 and hence
the cardinality of the overall state space XV is 312.
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Figure 15: London Underground training set (Monday and Tuesday). Blue: net passenger
flow data. Red: posterior smoother emission mean – see equation (30).
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The EM algorithm using the Graph Smoother with m “ 0 was run on the training data
set, with initial conditions:
tµˆ0pxvquxPXV “ p0, 1, 0q, tpˆpxv, zvqux,zPXV “
¨˝
0.4 0.3 0.3
0.3 0.4 0.3
0.3 0.3 0.4
‚˛, c “ 2 and σ2 “ 1.
The results are shown in Figure 14. Similar results were found with other initial conditions
of EM.
To assess the performance of the Graph Smoother in-sample, we then applied it to the
training data with these estimated parameter values. To obtain a visual representation of
performance on the same numerical scale as the data, the red traces in figure 15 show, with
each station associated with a particular f , the values of:ÿ
x,x1PX
cpx` x1qπ˜f
t|T pxqπ˜f`1t|T px1q, (30)
against t, where π˜f
t|T is the marginal of the approximate smoothing distribution π˜t|T asso-
ciated with the variable Xft and c is obtained from the EM output. Thus the red traces in
Figure 15 can be interpreted as the posterior smoothed means of the emission distributions
for the yft , see (25), conditional on the training data y1:T . Again the results for Upton Park
and Plaistow are omitted from the figures only for ease of presentation. The results indicate
that the model is able to track the peak in-flow and out-flow that occur during the morning
and afternoon rush hours, which vary in magnitude from station to station.
We now turn to the question of out-of-sample performance. An appealing feature of the
Graph Filter is that it can operate in an online fashion as data arrive, yielding a natural
one-step-ahead forecasting mechanism: the red traces in Figure 16 show, for each f ,ÿ
x,x1PX
ÿ
z,z1PX
pˆpx, zqpˆpx1, z1qcpz ` z1qπ˜ft pxqπ˜f`1t px1q, (31)
against t, t ě T . Here π˜ft is the marginal of the approximate filtering distribution π˜t
associated with the variable Xft , obtained from the Graph Filter withm “ 0, run on the test
set with parameters estimated from the training set. Similarly c and pˆ in (31) are the values
obtained from EM on the training set. So (31) is, up to the approximation inherent in the
Graph Filter and parameter estimation, the mean of the posterior predictive distribution
of Y ft`1 given Y1:t “ y1:t. The results indicate capacity to predict peaks associated with
rush hours. As is to be expected, the forecasting results are not as crisp as those for in-
sample smoothing in Figure (30), but never-the-less they indicate the potential of FHMM’s
combined with the Graph Filter and Smoother for prediction in transport networks.
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Figure 16: London Underground test set (Wednesday-Friday). Blue: net passenger flow
data. Red: one step ahead forecast – see equation (31).
5. Conclusion
There are number of ways in which this work could be extended or generalized. From an
algorithmic point of view, it seems natural to explore hybrids between variational methods of
the sort proposed by Ghahramani and Jordan (1997) and the Graph Filter-Smoother. In the
spirit of variational methods, could a layer of optimization in Kullback-Liebler divergence
be somehow combined with the approximations in Graph Filter-Smoother, with the aim of
yielding even more accurate approximations?
From a theoretical point of view, it would be interesting to investigate whether the
kind of mathematical tools we have used to study the Graph Filter and Smoother could
also help rigorously quantify the approximation error in variational methods for FHMM’s,
which appears to be an unsolved problem. Another interesting question beyond the scope
of the present work is whether the generalized Dobrushin Comparison Theorems developed
by Rebeschini and van Handel (2014) might help loosen some of the technical assumptions
on which our results rely.
From a modelling point of view, there are many directions in which the London Un-
derground example could be further investigated. The model we have considered is a very
simple prototype, with the parameters c, σ2 and pˆ common across the transport network.
It seems likely that treatment of larger, more heterogeneous networks would require a more
sophisticated modelling and parameterization. By taking yft as the net passenger flow we
are discarding some information about congestion: a net flow of yft “ 0 indicates equal
flow in and out at station f , but doesn’t say anything about the magnitude of those flows
individually. A richer emission model could be formulated to model in-flow and out-flow
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jointly, perhaps with a more complex hidden state structure to account for directionality
and magnitude. A detailed model selection and forecasting study would be desirable to
help explore such possibilities.
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Appendix A.
This appendix consists of three subsections. In Section A.1 we gather together some of the
key definitions from earlier in the paper for the reader’s convenience and introduce some
further objects and lemmas needed for the main proofs. Section A.2 and Section A.3 are
dedicated to proving respectively Theorems 2 and 3. Upon first reading, one may skip
straight to Section A.2, where an outline of the main steps in the proof of Theorem 2 is
given.
Before commencing, a comment on generality and notation. In the main part of the
paper we work with a state-space X which is a set of finite cardinality and a probability
mass function on XU for some U Ď V is denoted, for example, µpxU q. In order to make
notation visually compact, throughout the appendix we write expectations with respect
to such mass functions as measure theoretic integrals, e.g.
ş
IApxqµpdxq. Here it is to
be understood that µpdxq “ µpxqψpdxq where ψ denotes counting measure, and henceş
IApxqµpdxq ” µpAq ”
ř
xPA µpxq. This integral notation reflects the fact that many of our
results do not rely on X being a set of finite cardinality and could be replaced by a polish
space, although we do not pursue this further here.
A.1 Definitions and Preliminary results
We shall need the following definitions (some of them were already introduced in the paper,
but we recall them here) associated with the factor graph G:
dpJ, J 1q – min
ePJ
min
e1PJ 1
tdpe, e1qu, J, J 1 Ď V ˆ F
NpJq – tf P F : Dv P J with dpv, fq ď 1u, J Ď V
N2pJq – tv1 P V : Dv P J with dpv1, vq ď 2u, J Ď V
N rv pJq – tv1 P V such that Dv P J with dpv, v1q ď 2r ` 2u, J Ď V
N rf pJq – tf P F such that Dv P J with dpv, fq ď 2r ` 1u, J Ď V
nJ –
1
2
max
vPV
dpJ, vq,
Υ – max
vPV
tcardpNpvqqu
Υp2q – max
vPV
tcardpN0v pvqqu
Υ˜ – max
v,v1PV
tcardpNpvq XNpv1qqu
rJ – tv P J : @f P Npvq, Npfq Ď Ju, J Ď V
BJ – Jz rJ, J Ď V.
Remark that N0v pJq “ N2pJq and the following inclusion relation holds:
J Ď N2pJq “ N0v pJq Ď N1v pJq Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Nmv pJq, m ě 1,
and similarly on the set F :
NpJq “ N0f pJq Ď N1f pJq Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Nmf pJq, m ě 1.
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Let S be a product of Polish spaces, i.e.: S “ÂkPI Sk, where I is a finite index set.
Definition 4 Given two probability distribution µ, ν on S we can define a total variation
distance (TV) and a local total variation distance (LTV):
• ‖µ´ ν‖ – sup
APσpSq
|µpAq ´ νpAq|.
• ‖µ´ ν‖J – sup
APσp
Â
kPJ Skq
|µJpAq ´ νJpAq|, J Ă I.
Definition 5 Let µ be a probability distribution on S and let X „ µ. The conditional
distribution over the component i P I is defined as:
µixpAq – P
´
Xi P A|XIzi “ xIzi
¯
, x P S.
Definition 6 Let µ be a probability distribution on XV with X „ µ and let P px, dzq –
ppx, zqψpdzq with x, z P XV be the transition kernel of the considered FHMM with Z|X „
P pX, ¨q, then we define for v P V :
µvx,zpAq – P
´
Xv P A|XV zv “ xV zv, Z “ z
¯
, x, z P XV .
Lemma 7 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and consider a probability distri-
bution µ on XV . Given the optimal correction operator as in (5), the conditional distribution
of Ctµ over the component v P V is given by:
pCtµqvxpAq “
ş
IApxvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytqµvxpdxvqşś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytqµvxpdxvq
, x P XV . (32)
Similarly, the one step forward conditional distribution over the component v P V is:
pCtµqvx,zpAq “
ş
IApxvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqşś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvq
, x, z P XV . (33)
Proof The proof is a trivial consequence of the form of the correction operator as in (5)
and Definition 5. The procedure is the following:
pCtµqvxpAq “
pCtµqpAˆ xV zvq
pCtµqpXˆ xV zvq
“
ş
IAˆxV zv px˜v ˆ x˜V zvq
ś
fPF zNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, ytq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, ytqµpdx˜qş
I
XˆxV zvpx˜v ˆ x˜V zvq
ś
fPF zNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, ytq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, ytqµpdx˜q
“
ś
fPF zNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytqś
fPF zNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytq
ş
IApx˜vqIxV zvpx˜V zvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, ytqµpdx˜qş
IXpx˜vqIxV zv px˜V zvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, ytqµpdx˜q
“
ş
IApx˜vqIxV zv px˜V zvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, ytq µpdx˜qş I
XˆxV zv
px˜vˆx˜V zvqµpdx˜qş
IXpx˜vqIxV zv px˜V zvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, ytq µpdx˜qş
I
XˆxV zv
px˜vˆx˜V zvqµpdx˜q
“
ş
IApx˜vq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, ytqµvxpdx˜vqşś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, ytqµvxpdx˜vq
.
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The form of pCtµqvx,zpAq follow the same procedure with the addition of the kernel pvpxv, zvq
at the end, where the isolation of the component v is a consequence of the factorization of
the transition kernel.
Definition 8 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and consider a probability dis-
tribution µ on XV . For K P K and m “ t0, . . . , nu define:
pC˜m,Kt µqpAq –
ş
IApxKq
ś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfq, ytqµpdxqşś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfq, ytqµpdxq
, (34)
and define:
C˜
m
t µ –
â
KPK
C˜
m,K
t µ. (35)
Given that the approximated correction operator is applied to probability distributions
that factorize over the partition K, we are interested in µ “ÂKPK µK hence:
pC˜m,Kt µqpAq “
ş
IApxKq
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qµKpdxKqşś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qµKpdxKq
,
meaning that C˜mt µ can be written as:
pC˜mt µqpAq “
ş
IApxq
ś
KPK
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qµpdxqşś
KPK
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qµpdxq
,
where xK is a collection of auxiliary variables:
xvK –
#
xv, if v P K
x˜v, if v R K with x˜ P X
V zK and x P XV .
The above definition is nothing more than a trick to distinguish the components that are
integrated out from the ones that are not.
Lemma 9 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and let µ be a probability distri-
bution on XV such that µ “ÂK 1PK µK 1. Given the new correction operator as in (35) the
conditional distribution of C˜mt µ over the component v P K with K P K is given by:
pC˜mt µqvxpAq “
ş
IApxvq
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qµvxpdxvqşś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qµvxpdxvq
, x P XV. (36)
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Similarly, the one step forward conditional distribution over the component v P K with
K P K is given by:
pC˜mt µqvx,zpAq “
ş
IApxvq
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqşś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvq
, x, z P XV.
(37)
Proof The proof follows from Definition 5, Definition 8 and the form of the operator when
µ factorizes. The form of these conditional distributions can be obtained with the same
procedure as in the proof of Lemma 7. Consider v P K:
pC˜mt µqvxpAq “
pC˜mt µqpAˆ xV zvq
pC˜mt µqpXˆ xV zvq
“
ş
IAˆxV zvpxˆq
ś
K 1PK
şś
fPNm
f
pK 1q g
f pxˆNpfqK 1 , ytqµV zK
1pdx˜qµpdxˆqş
IXˆxV zv pxˆq
ś
K 1PK
şś
fPNm
f
pK 1q g
f pxˆNpfqK 1 , ytqµV zK 1pdx˜qµpdxˆq
“
ş
IAˆxV zvpxˆq
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxˆNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qµpdxˆqş
IXˆxV zv pxˆq
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxˆNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qµpdxˆq
“
ş
IAˆxV zvpxˆq
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxˆNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜q µpdxˆqş I
XˆxV zv
pxˆvˆxˆV zvqµpdxˆqş
I
XˆxV zv pxˆq
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxˆNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜q µpdxˆqş I
XˆxV zv
pxˆvˆxˆV zvqµpdxˆq
“
ş
IApxq
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qµvxpdxqşś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qµvxpdxq
.
Moreover given that for v P K and µ “ÂK 1PK µK 1 we have µvx “ pµKqvx then pC˜mt µqvxpAq “
pC˜m,Kt µqvxpAq, which can be easily checked by substituting µvx with pµKqvx in the previous
computations.
Lemma 10 Let µ, µ1 and ν, ν 1 probability distributions on S. Assume that there exists
ǫ P p0, 1q such that:
νpAq ě ǫµpAq and ν 1pAq ě ǫµ1pAq.
Then:
∥
∥ν ´ ν 1∥∥ ď 2p1´ ǫq ` ǫ ∥∥µ´ µ1∥∥ .
Proof The proof is available in Rebeschini and Van Handel (2015, Lemma 4.1, pag. 32).
Lemma 11 Let µ, ν probability distributions on S and Λ a bounded-strictly positive mea-
surable function on the same space. Consider:
µΛpAq –
ş
IApxqΛpxqµpdxqş
Λpxqµpdxq , νΛpAq –
ş
IApxqΛpxqνpdxqş
Λpxqνpdxq .
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Then:
‖µΛ ´ νΛ‖ ď 2supx Λpxq
infx Λpxq ‖µ´ ν‖ .
Proof The complete proof is available in Rebeschini and Van Handel (2015, Lemma 4.2,pag. 32).
Theorem 12 (Dobrushin Comparison Theorem) Let µ, ν be probability distributions
on S. For i, j P I define the quantities:
Ci,j “ 1
2
sup
x,xˆPS
xIzj“xˆIzj
∥
∥µix ´ µixˆ
∥
∥ and bj “ sup
xPS
∥
∥µjx ´ νjx
∥
∥ . (38)
Assume that:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
Ci,j ă 1 (Dobrushin condition),
then the matrix D –
ř
tě0 C
t, where C0 is the identity matrix, converges and for an
arbitrary J Ď I it holds:
‖µ´ ν‖J ď
ÿ
iPJ
ÿ
jPI
Di,jbj .
Proof See for example Georgii (2011, Theorem 8.20).
Lemma 13 Let I be a finite index set with mp¨, ¨q a pseudometric on it. Let C be a non-
negative matrix with rows and columns indexed by I. Assume that there exists λ P p0, 1q
such that:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď λ.
Then the matrix D –
ř
tě0 C
t satisfies:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
empi,jqDi,j ď 1
1´ λ.
Moreover: ÿ
jPJ
Di,j ď e
´mpi,Jq
1´ λ .
Proof The proof is available in Rebeschini and Van Handel (2015) (Lemma 4.3, pag.33).
Remark that a pseudometricmp¨, ¨q on I is a metric on I where it is allowed that mpi, jq “ 0
even if i ‰ j.
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A.2 Filtering
The proof of Theorem 2 consists of three main steps:
• establish a bound on LTV between filtering distributions associated with different
initial distributions, under an assumption on the decay of correlations associated with
the initial distributions. This is the subject of Proposition 17 in Section A.2.1;
• control the approximation error between the Bayes update operator Ct and C˜
m
t , under
decay of correlation assumptions, this is the subject of the propositions in Section
A.2.2;
• prove that the required decay of correlation assumptions hold uniformly in time, this
is the subject of Section A.2.3.
These steps are then brought together to complete the proof of Theorem 2 in Section A.2.4.
Remark 14 For the purposes of our proofs, we can assume without loss of generality initial
distributions of the form µ0 “ δx, where δx is the Dirac measure on XV , which assigns
mass 1 to the point x. The justification for this assumption follows the same arguments as
Rebeschini and Van Handel (2015, Corollary 4.7, pag. 38), so we omit the details.
A.2.1 Stability of the filter with respect to initial distributions
Definition 15 Given v, v1 P V and µ probability distribution on XV define the quantity:
C
µ
v,v1 –
1
2
sup
x,xˆPXV :xv1“xˆv1
‖µvx ´ µvxˆ‖ .
Then for a fixed β ą 0:
Corrpµ, βq – max
vPV
ÿ
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qC
µ
v,v1 .
Definition 16 Given v, v1 P V and µ probability distribution on XV define the quantity:
C˜
µ
v,v1
–
1
2
sup
zPXV
sup
x,xˆPXV :
xV zv
1
“xˆV zv
1
∥
∥µvx,z ´ µvxˆ,z
∥
∥.
Then for a fixed β ą 0:
ĆCorrpµ, βq – max
vPV
ÿ
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qC
µ
v,v1 .
Proposition 17 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any partition K of V .
Suppose that there exists pǫ´, ǫ`q P p0, 1q2 and κ P p0, 1q such that:
ǫ´ ď pvpxv, zvq ď ǫ` and κ ď gf pxNpfq, ytq ď 1
κ
, @x P XV , z P XV , v P V, f P F, t P t1, . . . , T u.
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Let µ, ν two probability distributions on XV , and assume there exists β ą 0 such that:
ĆCorrpµ, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
,
then for all t P t0, . . . , T u,K P K and J Ď K:
‖FT . . . Ft`1µ´ FT . . . Ft`1ν‖J ď 2e´βpT´tq
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
#
e´βdpv,v
1q sup
x,zPXV
∥
∥
∥µv
1
x,z ´ νv
1
x,z
∥
∥
∥
+
.
Proof Define the probability distributions:
ρpAq9
ż
IApx0:T q
«
Tź
k“1
ppxk´1, xkqgpxk, ykq
ff
Tâ
k“1
ψpdxkqµpdx0q
ρ˜pAq9
ż
IApx0:T q
«
Tź
k“1
ppxk´1, xkqgpxk, ykq
ff
Tâ
k“1
ψpdxkqνpdx0q.
It can be observed that:
‖ρ´ ρ˜‖pT,Jq “ ‖FT . . . F1µ´ FT . . . F1ν‖J ,
and the proof proceeds by applying the Dobrushin theorem (Theorem 12) to ρ, ρ˜ where the
index set is given by I “ ŤTt“0pt, V q and the subset is pT, Jq.
The first step is to bound Ci,j for all the possible combination of i, j P I, as in (38) of
Theorem 12, i.e.:
Ci,j “ 1
2
sup
x,xˆPXI :
xIzj“xˆIzj
∥
∥ρix ´ ρixˆ
∥
∥
In the following passages we consider x “ px0, . . . , xT q, where xt P XV .
• Consider i “ p0, vq and v P V then:
ρp0,vqx pAq “
ş
IApx˜v0qItxV zv
0
,x1:T u
px˜V zv
0
, x˜1:T q
Tś
k“1
ppx˜k´1, x˜kqgpx˜k, ykq
TÂ
k“1
ψpdx˜kqµpdx˜0q
ş
IXpx˜v0qItxV zv
0
,x1:T u
px˜V zv
0
, x˜1:T q
Tś
k“1
ppx˜k´1, x˜kqgpx˜k, ykq
TÂ
k“1
ψpdx˜kqµpdx˜0q
“
gpx1, y1q
Tś
k“2
ppxk´1, xkqgpxk, ykq
gpx1, y1q
Tś
k“2
ppxk´1, xkqgpxk, ykq
ş
IApx˜v0qItxV zv
0
,x1u
px˜V zv
0
, x˜1qppx˜0, x˜1qµpdx˜0qş
IXpx˜v0qItxV zv
0
,x1u
px˜V zv
0
, x˜1qppx˜0, x˜1qµpdx˜0q
“
ş
IApx˜v0qpvpx˜v0, xv1qµvx0pdx˜v0qş
pvpx˜v
0
, xv
1
qµvx0pdx˜v0q
“ µvx0,x1pAq,
where the last passage follows from the factorization of the kernel and the definition
of µvx. Now we have to distinguish the different cases in which ρ
i
x can differ from ρ
i
x˜,
where xIzj “ x˜Izj.
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– If j “ p0, v1q and v1 P V then: Ci,j ď C˜µv,v1 .
– If j “ p1, v1q and v1 P V then: Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follows from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pk, v1q with k ą 1 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0,
because in ρix there is no dependence on xt with t ą 1.
• Consider i “ pt, vq with 0 ă t ă T and v P V define:
x
Npfqzv
t – px˜vt , xNpfqzvt q, x˜0:T zt – px˜0:t´1, x˜t`1:T q and x0:T zt – px0:t´1, xt`1:T q
then:
ρpt,vqx pAq “
ş
IApx˜vt qItxV zvt ,x0:T ztupx˜
V zv
t , x˜0:T ztq
Tś
k“1
ppx˜k´1, x˜kqgpx˜k, ykq
TÂ
k“1
ψpdx˜kqµpdx˜0q
ş
IXpx˜vt qItxV zvt ,x0:T ztupx˜
V zv
t , x˜0:T ztq
Tś
k“1
ppx˜k´1, x˜kqgpx˜k, ykq
TÂ
k“1
ψpdx˜kqµpdx˜0q
“
ś
k‰t
gpxk, ykq
ś
k‰t,t`1
ppxk´1, xkqś
k‰t
gpxk, ykq
ś
k‰t,t`1
ppxk´1, xkq
ş
IApx˜vt qItxV zvt ,x0:T ztupx˜
V zv
t , x˜0:T ztqppx˜t´1, x˜tqppx˜t, x˜t`1qgpx˜t, ytq
TÂ
k“1
ψpdx˜kqµpdx˜0q
ş
IXpx˜vt qItxV zvt ,x0:T ztupx˜
V zv
t , x˜0:T ztqppx˜t´1, x˜tqppx˜t, x˜t`1qgpx˜t, ytq
TÂ
k“1
ψpdx˜kqµpdx˜0q
“
ş
IApx˜vt qpvpxvt´1, x˜vt qpvpx˜vt , xvt`1q
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfqzvt , ytqψvpdx˜vt qş
pvpxvt´1, x˜vt qpvpx˜vt , xvt`1q
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfqzvt , ytqψvpdx˜vt q
,
where the last passage follows from the factorization of the kernel and the factorial
representation of the observation density. Now we have to distinguish the different
cases in which ρix can differ from ρ
i
x˜, where x
Izj “ x˜Izj.
– If j “ pk, v1q with k ď t´ 2 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0.
– If j “ pt´ 1, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pt, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qq
¯
, v1 P N2pvqzv
0, otherwise
,
where the result follows from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the
observation density part. Recall that the only factors that contains v are the
ones in Npvq so the components that are connected to these factors are the ones
in N2pvq.
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– If j “ pt` 1, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follows from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pk, v1q with k ě t` 2 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0.
• Consider i “ pT, vq and v P V then:
ρpT,vqx pAq “
ş
IApx˜vT qItxV zv
T
,x0:T´1u
px˜V zvT , x˜0:T´1q
Tś
k“1
ppx˜k´1, x˜kqgpx˜k, ykq
TÂ
k“1
ψpdx˜kqµpdx˜0q
ş
IXpx˜vT qItxV zv
T
,x0:T´1u
px˜V zvT , x˜0:T´1q
Tś
k“1
ppx˜k´1, x˜kqgpx˜k, ykq
TÂ
k“1
ψpdx˜kqµpdx˜0q
“
T´1ś
k“1
gpxk, ykq
T´1ś
k“0
ppxk´1, xkq
T´1ś
k“1
gpxk, ykq
T´1ś
k“0
ppxk´1, xkq
ş ş
IApx˜vT qItxV zv
T
,x0:T´1u
px˜V zvT , x˜0:T´1qppx˜T´1, x˜T qgpx˜T , yT q
TÂ
k“1
ψpdx˜kqµpdx˜0q
ş ş
IXpx˜vT qItxV zv
T
,x0:T´1u
px˜V zvT , x˜0:T´1qppx˜T´1, x˜T qgpx˜T , yT q
TÂ
k“1
ψpdx˜kqµpdx˜0q
“
ş
IApx˜vT qppxvT´1, x˜vT q
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfqzvT , yT qψvpdxvT qş
ppxvT´1, x˜vT q
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfqzvT , yT qψvpdx˜vT q
.
– If j “ pk, v1q with k ď T ´ 2 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0.
– If j “ pT ´ 1, v1q and v1 P V then: Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follows from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pT, v1q and v1 P V then: Ci,j ď
#´
1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qq
¯
, v1 P N2pvqzv
0, otherwise
,
where the result follows from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the ob-
servation density part.
Given the previous results, for any v P K:
ÿ
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
ř
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qC˜
µ
v,v1 ` eβ
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, i “ p0, vq
2eβ
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
` ř
v1PN2pvq
p1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qqqeβdpv,v1q, i “ pt, vq
eβ
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
` ř
v1PN2pvq
p1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qqqeβdpv,v1q, i “ pT, vq
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where mpi, jq “ β|k ´ k1| ` βdpv, v1q for i “ pk, vq and j “ pk1, v1q with k, k1 P t0, . . . , T u
and v, v1 P V is the pseudometric of interest on the index set I. But then by combining the
above calculation with the assumption:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
Ci,j ď max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď ĆCorrpµ, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
`
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
max
vPV
ÿ
v1PN2pvq
eβdpv,v
1q
“ ĆCorrpµ, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
.
Given that
ř
jPI Ci,j ď
ř
jPI e
mpi,jqCi,j then the Dobrushin theorem (Theorem 12) can be
applied, meaning that:
‖FT . . . F1µ´ FT . . . F1ν‖J “ ‖ρ´ ρ˜‖pT,Jq ď
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
jPI
DpT,vq,jbj.
The second step is to control the quantities bj , as in (38) of Theorem 12:
bj “ sup
xPXI
∥
∥ρjx ´ ρ˜jx
∥
∥ .
Remark that the form of ρjx is already known from the study on Ci,j, hence we can compute
just ρ˜jx and then compare it.
• If j “ p0, v1q and v1 P V then:
ρ˜jxpAq “
ş
IApxv10 qpv
1pxv1
0
, xv
1
1
qνv1x0pdxv
1
0
qş
pv
1pxv1
0
, xv
1
1
qνv1x0pdxv
1
0
q “ ν
v
x0,x1
pAq,
where the procedure is exactly the same as for ρ˜
p0,v1q
x pAq with ν rather than µ, hence:
bj “ sup
x0,x1PXV
∥
∥
∥µv
1
x0,x1
´ νv1x0,x1
∥
∥
∥ .
• If j “ pk1, v1q with k1 ě 1 and v1 P V then:
ρjxpAq “ ρ˜jxpAq,
because the difference is only on the initial distribution which disappear as conse-
quence of the Markov property, hence:
bj “ 0.
Moreover, given that maxiPI
ř
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď 12 then Lemma 13 can be applied and so:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPJ
empi,JqDi,j ď 2.
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By joining step one and step two it follows that:
‖FT . . . F1µ´ FT . . . F1ν‖J
ď
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
jPI
DpT,vq,jbj
ď
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
v1PV
DpT,vq,p0,v1qbp0,v1q
ď
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
v1PV
eβ|T |`βdpv,v
1qDpT,vq,p0,v1qe
´β|T |´βdpv,v1q sup
x0,x1PXV
∥
∥
∥µv
1
x0,x1
´ νx0,x1
∥
∥
∥
ď 2e´βT
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
#
e´βdpv,v
1q sup
x0,x1PXV
∥
∥
∥µv
1
x0,x1
´ νx0,x1
∥
∥
∥
+
.
Given that the above bound depends only on how many times the operator Ft is applied
then:
‖FT . . . Ft`1µ´ FT . . . Ft`1ν‖J ď 2e´βpT´tq
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
#
e´βdpv,v
1q sup
x,zPXV
∥
∥
∥µv
1
x,z ´ νv
1
x,z
∥
∥
∥
+
.
A.2.2 Control on the approximation error
Our next objective is to bound the approximation errors:
sup
x,zPXV
∥
∥
∥pF˜mt π˜t´1qvx,z ´ pFtπ˜t´1qvx,z
∥
∥
∥ , t ă T,
∥
∥
∥F˜
m
T π˜t´1 ´ Ftπ˜t´1
∥
∥
∥
J
, t “ T,
or equivalently:
sup
x,zPXV
∥
∥
∥pC˜mt µqvx,z ´ pCtµqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ , t ă T,
∥
∥
∥C˜
m
t µ´ Ctµ
∥
∥
∥
J
, t “ T,
where µ “ Pπ˜t´1.
Proposition 18 (case: t ă T ) Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any
partition K of V . Suppose that there exist κ P p0, 1q such that:
κ ď gf
´
xNpfq, yt
¯
ď 1
κ
, @x P XV , f P F, t P t1, . . . , T u,
and pvpxv , zvq ą 0 for all x, z P XV , v P V . Let µ be a probability distribution on XV such
that µ “ÂKPK µK and assume that there exists β ą 0 such that:
2κ´2ΥCorrpµ, βq ` 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
.
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Then for a fixed t P t1, . . . , T ´ 1u, K P K, v P K and m P t0, . . . , nu:
sup
x,zPXV
∥
∥
∥pC˜mt µqvx,z ´ pCtµqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ ď 2
´
1´ κapKq
¯
` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
, (39)
where
apKq – 2max
KPK
max
vPBK
cardpNpvq X BNpKqq,
bpm,Kq – 2max
KPK
max
vRNm´1v pKq
cardpNpvqq.
Proof Remark that if µ “ÂK 1PK µK 1 and we choose v P K with K P K then from Lemma
9 we have:
pC˜mt µqvx,zpAq “
ş
IApxvq
şś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqşś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qpvpxv , zvqµvxpdxvq
“ pC˜m,Kt µqvx,zpAq,
where x, z P XV .
Given v P K with K P K, it must be noticed that we can distinguish two cases: v
connected with factors that are connected only with elements inside K (using our notation
v P K˜) and its complement (exists a factor connected with v that is connected with elements
outside K).
Consider the case v P rK, then Npvq are factors that depend only on components in K,
then for x, z P XV :
pC˜m,Kt µqvx,zpAq
“
ş
IApxvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytq
şś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpvq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qpvpxv , zvqµvxpdxvqşś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytq
şś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpvq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvq
“
şś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpvq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qşś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpvq g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜q
ş
IApxvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqşś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvq
“
ş
IApxvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqşś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvq
“ pCtµqvx,zpAq,
where the last passage follows because we remove all the dependencies on v inside the previ-
ous integral. From the above procedure we have proved that pC˜m,Kt µqvx,zpAq “ pCtµqvx,zpAq
for v P rK and so:
sup
x,zPXV
∥
∥
∥pC˜mt µqvx,z ´ pCtµqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ “ 0,
which proves the statement for v P K˜.
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Consider now the case v P BK, using the triangular inequality:
∥
∥
∥pC˜mt µqvx,z ´ pCtµqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ ď
∥
∥
∥pC˜mt µqvx,z ´ pC˜nt µqvx,z
∥
∥
∥`
∥
∥
∥pC˜nt µqvx,z ´ pCtµqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ ,
where n – maxKPK nK .
Firstly, we control
∥
∥
∥pC˜nt µqvx,z ´ pCtµqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ by rewriting pC˜nt µqvx,z as an integration of pCtµqvx,z.
Indeed, given that Nnf pKq “ F , it is possible to rearrange pC˜nt µqvx,z as follows:
pC˜nt µqvx,zpAq “
ş
IApxvq
şś
fPF g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qpvpxv , zvqµvxpdxvqşś
fPF g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµV zKpdx˜qpvpxv , zvqµvxpdxvq
“
ş
IApxvqgpxK , ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqµV zKpdx˜qş
gpxK , ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqµV zKpdx˜q
“
ş ş
IApxvqgpxK , ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvq
ş
gpxK ,ytqp
vpxv ,zvqµvxpdx
vqş
gpxK ,ytqpvpxv ,zvqµvxpdx
vq
µV zKpdx˜qş
gpxK , ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqµV zKpdx˜q
“
ż pCtµqvxK ,zpAq ş gpxK , ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqş
gpxK , ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqµV zKpdx˜q
µV zKpdx˜q,
where x, z P XV . But then:
|pC˜nt µqvx,zpAq ´ pCtµqvx,zpAq|
“ |
ż rpCtµqvxK ,zpAq ´ pCtµqvx,zpAqs ş gpxK , ytqpvpxv, zvqµvxpdxvqş
gpxK , ytqpvpxv , zvqµvxpdxvqµV zKpdx˜q
µV zKpdx˜q|
ď sup
xˆ,xPXV zv:
xˆK“xK
|pCtµqvxˆ,zpAq ´ pCtµqvx,zpAq|.
But given that A is arbitrary it follows:
∥
∥
∥pC˜nt µqvx,z ´ pCtµqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ ď sup
xˆ,xPXV zv :
xˆK“xK
∥
∥pCtµqvxˆ,zpAq ´ pCtµqvx,zpAq
∥
∥ .
Note that the supremum is constrained on xˆK “ xK meaning that we can try to remove
the factors in Npvq that call elements outside K:
pCtµqvxˆ,zpAq ě
ş
IApxˆvq
ś
fPNpvqXBNpKq
gf pxˆNpfq, ytq
ś
fPNpvqzBNpKq
gf pxˆNpfq, ytqpvpxˆv, zvqµvxˆpdxˆvqş ś
fPNpvqXBNpKq
gf pxˆNpfq, ytq
ś
fPNpvqzBNpKq
gf pxˆNpfq, ytqpvpxˆv , zvqµvxˆpdxˆvq
ě κ2cardpNpvqXBNpKqq
ş
IApxˆvq
ś
fPNpvqzBNpKq
gf pxˆNpfq, ytqpvpxˆv, zvqµvxˆpdxˆvqş ś
fPNpvqzBNpKq
gf pxˆNpfq, ytqpvpxˆv , zvqµvxˆpdxˆvq
,
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where the majorization follows from the assumption on the kernel density. The proce-
dure can be repeated for pCtµqvx,z and we obtain the same inequality, that because all the
differences between x and xˆ are outside K. Hence by applying Lemma 10:
∥
∥
∥pC˜nt µqvx,z ´ pCtµqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ ď 2
´
1´ κ2cardpNpvqXBNpKqq
¯
ď 2
ˆ
1´ κ2maxKPK maxvPBK cardpNpvqXBNpKqq
˙
ď 2
´
1´ κapKq
¯
.
Secondly, we control
∥
∥
∥pC˜mt µqvx,z ´ pC˜nt µqvx,z
∥
∥
∥, to do so we will use the Dobrushin theorem.
Define the probability distributions:
ρpAq –
ş
IApxV zKK , xKqgpxK , ytqpvpxv, zvqµV zKpdxKV zKqµKpdxKqş
gpxK , ytqpvpxv, zvqµV zKpdxKV zKqµKpdxKq
,
ρ˜pAq –
ş
IApxV zKK , xKq
ś
fPNm
f
pKq gpxNpfqK , ytqpvpxv , zvqµV zKpdxKV zKqµKpdxKqşś
fPNm
f
pKq gpxNpfqK , ytqpvpxv, zvqµV zKpdxKV zKqµKpdxKq
,
where x, z P XV . It can be observed that by construction:
‖ρ´ ρ˜‖p1,vq “
∥
∥
∥pC˜mt µqvx,z ´ pC˜nt µqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ ,
meaning that the Dobrushin theorem can be applied to ρ, ρ˜ where the index set is I “
p0, V zKq Y p1,Kq and the subset is p1, vq. Remark that in this case the first number has
not a meaning of time, but they are just some indexes that distinguish the spaces.
The first step is to bound Ci,j for all the possible combination of i, j P I, as in (38) of
Theorem 12.
• Let consider i “ p0, bq and b P V zK with b P K 1 then:
ρ
p0,bq
xV zK ,xK
pAq “
ş
IApx˜bqItxV zKzb,xKupx˜V zKzb, x˜Kqgpx˜, ytqpvpx˜v , zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKqµKpdx˜Kqş
IApx˜bqItxV zKzb,xKupx˜V zKzb, x˜Kqgpx˜, ytqpvpx˜v , zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKqµKpdx˜Kq
“
ś
fPF zNpbq gpxNpbq, ytqś
fPF zNpbq gpxNpbq, ytqş
IApx˜bqItxV zKzb,xKupx˜V zKzb, x˜Kq
ś
fPNpbq
gpx˜Npbq, ytqpvpx˜v, zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKqş
IXpx˜bqItxV zKzb,xKupx˜V zKzb, x˜Kq
ś
fPNpbq
gpx˜Npbq, ytqpvpx˜v, zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKq
“
ş
IApxbq
ś
fPNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqµbxpdxbqşś
fPNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqµbxpdxbq
“
ş
IApxbq
ś
fPNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpµK 1qbxpdxbqşś
fPNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpµK 1qbxpdxbq
.
– If j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V zK then we have to distinguish two cases:
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∗ if b1 P N2pbq then by Lemma 10:
Ci,j ď
´
1´ κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qq
¯
` κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qqCµb,b1
∗ if b1 R N2pbq then we have the form
ş
IApxqΛpxqνpdxqş
Λpxqνpdxq
and we can apply Lemma
11:
Ci,j ď 2κ´2cardpNpbqqCµb,b1 ,
where the bound follows from a multiple application of the kernel assumption
κcardpNpbqq ďśfPNpbq gf pxNpfq, ytq ď κ´cardpNpbqq.
– If j “ p1, b1q and b1 P K then from Lemma 10:
Ci,j ď
#
p1´ κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qqq, if b1 P N2pbq
0, otherwise
,
given that we are considering K ‰ K 1, because b P V zK, then for sure the only
difference is in the factors because the conditional distribution K 1 depends only
on elements inside K 1.
• Let consider i “ p1, bq and b P K then:
ρp1,bqx pAq “
ş
IApx˜bqItxV zK ,xKzbupx˜V zKzb, x˜Kqgpx˜, ytqpvpx˜v, zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKqµKpdx˜Kqş
IApx˜bqItxV zK ,xKzbupx˜V zKzb, x˜Kqgpx˜, ytqpvpx˜v, zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKqµKpdx˜Kq
“
ş
IApxbq
ś
fPNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqrpvpx˜v, zvqsIbpvqµbxpdxbqşś
fPNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqrpvpx˜v, zvqsIbpvqµbxpdxbq
“
ş
IApxbq
ś
fPNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqrpvpx˜v, zvqsIbpvqpµKqbxpdxbqşś
fPNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqrpvpx˜v, zvqsIbpvqpµKqbxpdxbq
,
where the procedure is the same as in i “ p0, bq. Remark that we can avoid considering
rpvpx˜v, zvqsIbpvq because if b “ v then that variable is integrated out.
– If j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V zK then from Lemma 10:
Ci,j ď
#
p1´ κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qqq, b1 P N2pbq
0, otherwise
,
again the difference can be only on the factors because b1 is outside K.
– If j “ p1, b1q and b1 P K then we have to distinguish two cases:
∗ if b1 P N2pbq then by Lemma 10:
Ci,j ď
´
1´ κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qq
¯
` κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qqCµb,b1
∗ if b1 R N2pbq then by Lemma 11:
Ci,j ď 2κ´2cardpNpbqqCµb,b1 .
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But then:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
Ci,j ď max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď max
bPV
$&% ÿ
b1PN2pbq
empp0,bq,p0,b
1qq
”´
1´ κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qq
¯
`κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qqCµb,b1
ı
`
ÿ
b1RN2pbq
empp0,bq,p0,b
1qq2κ´2cardpNpbqqCµb,b1
`
ÿ
b1PN2pbq
empp0,bq,p1,b
1qq
´
1´ κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qq
¯,.-
ď 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
`max
bPV
$&% ÿ
b1PN2pbq
2κ´2cardpNpbqqeβdpb,b
1qC
µ
b,b1
`
ÿ
b1RN2pbq
2κ´2cardpNpbqqeβdpb,b
1qC
µ
b,b1
,.-
ď 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
` 2κ´2Υmax
bPV
ÿ
b1PV
eβdpb,b
1qC
µ
b,b1
ď 2κ´2ΥCorrpµ, βq ` 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
,
where mpi, jq “ βdpv, v1q for i “ pk, vq and j “ pk, v1q with v, v1 P V and k, k1 P t0, 1u is the
pseudometric of interest on the index set. Hence the Dobrushin theorem applies:
∥
∥
∥pC˜mt µqvx,z ´ pC˜nt µqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ “ ‖ρ´ ρ˜‖p1,vq ď
ÿ
jPI
Dp1,vq,jbj.
The second step is to control the quantities bj , as in (38) of Theorem 12. Recall that if
b1 P Nm´1v pKq then Npb1q Ă Nmf pKq. Given the form of the conditional distribution of ρ˜
is the same of the conditional distribution of ρ with a restricted number of factors we can
analyse ρ˜ first and then extend the form to ρ.
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• If j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V zK, then:
ρ˜p0,b
1q
x pAq
“
ş
IApx˜b1qItxV zKzb1 ,xKupx˜V zKzb
1
, x˜Kq ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf px˜Npfq, ytqpvpx˜v, zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKqµKpdx˜Kqş
IApx˜b1qItxV zKzb1 ,xKupx˜V zKzb1, x˜Kq
ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf px˜Npfq, ytqpvpx˜v, zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKqµKpdx˜Kq
“
ś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpb1q gpx˜Npb
1q, ytqś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpb1q gpx˜Npb1q, ytqş
IApx˜b1qItxV zKzb1 ,xKupx˜V zKzb
1
, x˜Kq ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpb1q
gpx˜Npb1q, ytqpvpx˜v , zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKqş
IXpx˜b1qItxV zKzb1 ,xKupx˜V zKzb1, x˜Kq
ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpb1q
gpx˜Npb1q, ytqpvpx˜v, zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKq
“
ş
IApx˜b1q
ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpb1q g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµb
1
x pdx˜b
1qşś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpb1q g
f pxNpfqK , ytqµb1x pdx˜b1q
.
(40)
Remark that NpNm´1v pKqq “ Nmf pKq so if b1 P Nm´1v pKq then Npb1q Ď Nmf pKq,
hence by Lemma 10:
bj ď
#
2p1´ κ2cardpNpb1qqq, b1 R Nm´1v pKq
0, otherwise
,
where the result follows from the majorization of the observation density in ρ
p0,b1q
x in
the worst case scenario when Nmf pKq XNpb1q “ H.
• If j “ p1, b1q and b1 P K then:
ρ˜p1,b
1q
x pAq
“
ş
IApx˜b1qItxV zK ,xKzb1upx˜V zK , x˜Kzb
1q ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf px˜Npfq, ytqpvpx˜v, zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKqµKpdx˜Kqş
IApx˜b1qItxV zK ,xKzb1upx˜V zK , x˜Kzb1q
ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf px˜Npfq, ytqpvpx˜v, zvqµV zKpdx˜V zKqµKpdx˜Kq
“
ş
IApxb1q
ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpb1q g
f pxNpfq, ytqµb1x pdxb
1qşś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpb1q g
f pxNpfq, ytqµb1x pdxb1q
,
where the procedure is the same as in i “ p0, b1q. Given that b1 P K then surely
b1 P Nm´1v pKq hence:
bj “ 0.
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By putting all together and by applying Lemma 13:
∥
∥
∥pC˜mt µqvx,z ´ pC˜nt µqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ ď
ÿ
jPI
Dp1,vq,jbj ď 2
ˆ
1´ κ2maxKPKtmaxvRNm´1v pKq cardpNpvqqu
˙
ÿ
b1RNm´1v pKq
eβdpv,b
1qe´βdpv,b
1qDp1,vq,p1,b1q
ď 4
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
e´βdpv,V zN
m´1
v pKqq
ď 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
,
where the last passage follows from v P J Ď K and so:
dpv, V zNm´1v pKqq ě dpK,V zNm´1v pKqq ě m,
indeed the minimum distance between v P J and V zNm´1v pKq is bigger than the minimum
distance between K and V zNm´1v pKq given that J Ď K, but at the same time we are
removing all the element that are far m ´ 1 from K (the ones in Nm´1v pKq) then the
minimum distance is surely m. Hence we can conclude that:
∥
∥
∥pC˜mt µqvx,z ´ pCtµqvx,z
∥
∥
∥ ď 2p1´ κapKqq ` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
.
Proposition 19 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any partition K on the
set V . Suppose that there exist κ P p0, 1q such that:
κ ď gf
´
xNpfq, yt
¯
ď 1
κ
, @x P XV , f P F, t P t1, . . . , T u.
Let µ be a probability distribution on XV such that µ “ ÂKPK µK and assume that there
exists β ą 0 such that:
2κ´2ΥCorrpµ, βq ` 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
.
Then for a fixed t P t1, . . . , T ´ 1u, K P K, v P K and m P t0, . . . , nu:
sup
xPXV
∥
∥
∥pC˜m,Kt µqvx ´ pCtµqvx
∥
∥
∥ ď 2
´
1´ κapKq
¯
` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
, (41)
where
apKq – 2max
KPK
max
vPBK
cardpNpvq X BNpKqq,
bpm,Kq – 2max
KPK
max
vRNm´1v pKq
cardpNpvqq.
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Proof The proof follows the same procedure of Proposition 18, where we have just to
remove the kernel term pvpxv , zvq.
Consider now the case t “ T , here we are not comparing conditional distributions, but
we are considering marginal distributions over a set J . This remove the dependence from
the components outside K, with K P K and J Ď K, meaning that our bound is simpler
than the one in Proposition 18. Moreover, this case can be decoupled from the FHMM
scenario, indeed we are considering an approximated Bayes update. Note that Proposition
20 is equivalent to prove Proposition 1, given that T is completely arbitrary.
Proposition 20 (case: t “ T ) Fix any observation yT and any partition K on the set V .
Suppose there exists κ P p0, 1q such that:
κ ď gf pxNpfq, yT q ď 1
κ
, @x P XV , f P F.
Let µ be a probability distribution on XV and assume that there exists β ą 0 such that:
2κ´2ΥCorrpµ, βq ` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
.
Then for a fixed v P K P K, J Ď K and m P t0, . . . , nu:
∥
∥
∥CTµ´ C˜mT µ
∥
∥
∥
J
ď 4
´
1´ κbpm,Kq
¯
cardpJqe´βm, (42)
where bpm,Kq – 2maxKPKmaxvRNm´1v pKq cardpNpvqq.
Proof Given that J Ď K then:
∥
∥
∥CTµ´ C˜mT µ
∥
∥
∥
J
“
∥
∥
∥pCTµqK ´ C˜m,KT µ
∥
∥
∥
J
,
which is obvious because at the end we want to compare marginals on J that is equivalent
to marginalize first on K and then marginalize again on J . Remark that:
pC˜m,KT µqpAq “
ş
IApxKq
ś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfq, yT qµpdxqşś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfq, yT qµpdxq
pCTµqKpAq “
ş
IApxKqgpx, yT qµpdxqş
gpx, ytqµpdxq .
Define the probability distributions:
ρpAq –
ş
IApxqgpx, yT qµpdxqş
gpx, ytqµpdxq
ρ˜pAq –
ş
IApxq
ś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfq, yT qµpdxqşś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfq, yT qµpdxq
.
It can be observed that by definition:
‖ρ´ ρ˜‖J “
∥
∥
∥pCTµqK ´ C˜m,KT µ
∥
∥
∥
J
,
meaning that the Dobrushin theorem can be applied to ρ, ρ˜ where the index set is I “ V .
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The first step is to bound Ci,j for all the possible combination of i, j P I, as in (38) of
Theorem 12.
• Let consider i “ v and v P V then:
ρvxpAq “
ş
IApx˜vqIxV zv px˜V zvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, yT q
ś
fPF zNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, yT qµpdx˜qş
IXpx˜vqIxV zvpx˜V zvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, yT q
ś
fPF zNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, yT qµpdx˜q
“
ś
fPF zNpvq g
f pxNpfq, yT qś
fPF zNpvq g
f pxNpfq, yT q
ş
IApx˜vqIxV zvpx˜V zvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, yT qµpdx˜qş
IXpx˜vqIxV zv px˜V zvq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, yT qµpdx˜q
“
ş
IApx˜vq
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, yT qµvxpdx˜vqşś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq, yT qµvxpdx˜vq
.
– If j “ v1 and v1 P V then we have to distinguish two cases:
∗ if v1 P N2pbq then by Lemma 10:
Ci,j ď
´
1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qq
¯
` κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qqCµv,v1 .
∗ if v1 R N2pvq then by Lemma 11:
Ci,j ď 2κ´2cardpNpvqqCµv,v1 .
But then by assumption:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
Ci,j ď max
vPV
$&% ÿ
v1PN2pvq
empv,v
1q
”´
1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qq
¯
`κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qqCµv,v1
ı
`
ÿ
v1RN2pvq
empv,v
1q2κ´2cardpNpvqqCµv,v1
,.-
ď 2κ´2ΥCorrpµ, βq ` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
wherempi, jq “ βdpv, v1q is the pseudometric of the index set. Hence the Dobrushin theorem
applies:
∥
∥
∥pCTµqK ´ C˜m,KT µ
∥
∥
∥
J
“ ‖ρ´ ρ˜‖J ď
ÿ
iPJ
ÿ
jPV
Di,jbj.
The second step is to control the quantities bj , as in (38) of Theorem 12.
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• If j “ v1 and v1 P V :
ρ˜v
1
x pAq
“
ş
IApx˜v1qIxV zv1 px˜V zv
1q ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpv1q
gf px˜Npfq, yT q
ś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpv1q
gf px˜Npfq, yT qµpdx˜qş
IXpx˜v1qIxV zv1 px˜V zv1q
ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpv1q
gf px˜Npfq, yT q
ś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpv1q
gf px˜Npfq, yT qµpdx˜q
“
ś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpv1q g
f pxNpfq, yT qś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpv1q g
f pxNpfq, yT q
¨
ş
IApx˜v1qIxV zv1 px˜V zv
1qśfPNm
f
pKqXNpv1q g
f px˜Npfq, yT qµpdx˜qş
IXpx˜v1qIxV zv1 px˜V zv1q
ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpv1q g
f px˜Npfq, yT qµpdx˜q
“
ş
IApxvq
ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpv1q g
f pxNpfq, yT qµvxpdxv
1qşś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpv1q g
f pxNpfq, yT qµvxpdxv1q
.
Remark that v1 P Nm´1v pKq implies Npv1q Ď Nmf pKq, hence:
bj “
#
2p1´ κ2cardpNpv1qqq, v1 P Nm´1v pKq
0, otherwise
,
where the bound follows from an application of Lemma 11.
By putting all together and by using Lemma 13:
∥
∥
∥pCTµqK ´ C˜m,KT µ
∥
∥
∥
J
ď
ÿ
iPJ
ÿ
jPV
Di,jbj ď 2
´
1´ κ2maxKPK maxvRNm´1v pKq cardpNpvqq
¯ ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
v1RNm´1v pKq
Dv,v1
ď 4
´
1´ κ2maxKPK maxvRNm´1v pKq cardpNpvqq
¯ ÿ
vPJ
e´βdpv,V zN
m´1
v pKqq
ď 4
´
1´ κbpm,Kq
¯
cardpJqe´βm,
where the last part follows from the same observation on the distance as in Proposition 18.
Proof of Proposition 1 An application of Proposition 20, since there the time step T is
arbitrary.
A.2.3 Decay of correlation
Our next step is to prove that the following decay of correlation conditions hold uniformly
in t: ĆCorrpF˜mt π˜t´1, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
, (43)
2κ´2ΥCorrpPπ˜t´1, βq ` 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
. (44)
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Proposition 21 Suppose there exists pǫ´, ǫ`q P p0, 1q such that:
ǫ´ ď pvpxv , zvq ď ǫ`, x, z P XV , v P V.
Given a probability distribution µ on XV assume that there exists β ą 0 such that:
ĆCorrpµ, βq ` eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
ď 1
2
,
then:
CorrpPµ, βq ď 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
e´β.
Proof Recall that:
pPµqvz “
ş
IApzvqppx, zqµpdxqψvpdzvqş
ppx, zqµpdxqψvpdzvq ,
where ψ is the counting measure. Recall also that:
CorrpPµ, βq “ max
vPV
ÿ
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qC
Pµ
v,v1 ,
where:
C
Pµ
v,v1 “
1
2
sup
z,z˜PXV :
zV zv
1
“zˆV zv
1
‖pPµqvz ´ pPµqvzˆ‖ .
The strategy is hence to firstly control:
‖pPµqvz ´ pPµqvzˆ‖ , with zV zv
1 “ zˆV zv1
and then sum over all v1 to find a bound for CorrpPµ, βq.
Define the probability distributions:
ρpAq –
ş
IApx, zvqppx, zqµpdxqψvpdzvqş
ppx, zqµpdxqψvpdzvq
ρ˜pAq –
ş
IApx, zˆvqppx, zˆqµpdxqψvpdzˆvqş
ppx, zˆqµpdxqψvpdzˆvq
where z, zˆ P XV such that zV zv1 “ zˆV zv1 . It can be observed that by definition:
‖ρ´ ρ˜‖p1,vq “ ‖pPµqvz ´ pPµqvzˆ‖ ,
meaning that the Dobrushin theorem can be applied to ρ, ρ˜ where the set of index is I “
p0, V q Y p1, vq.
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The first step is to bound Ci,j for all the possible combinations of i, j P I, as in (38) of
Theorem 12.
• Let consider i “ p0, bq and b P V then:
ρp0,bqx,z pAq “
ş
IApx˜bqIxV zb,z˜vpx˜V zb, zvqppx˜, z˜qµpdx˜qψvpdz˜vqş
IXpx˜bqIxV zb,z˜vpx˜V zb, zvqppx˜, z˜qµpdx˜qψvpdz˜vq
“
ş
IApx˜bqpbpx˜b, zbqµbxpdx˜bqş
pbpx˜b, zbqµbxpdx˜bq
.
– If j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V then:
Ci,j ď C˜µb,b1 .
– If j “ p1, vq then by Lemma 10:
Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, b “ v
0, otherwise
,
where we maximize the kernel part.
• Let consider i “ p1, vq then:
ρp1,vqx,z pAq “
ş
IApz˜vqIxpx˜qppx˜, z˜qµpdx˜qψvpdz˜vqş
IXpz˜vqIxpx˜qppx˜, z˜qµpdx˜qψvpdz˜vq
“
ş
IApz˜vqpvpxv, z˜vqψvpdz˜vqş
pvpxv, z˜vqψvpdz˜vq .
– If j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V then by Lemma 10:
Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, b1 “ v
0, otherwise
,
where we maximize the kernel part.
– If j “ p1, vq then:
Ci,j “ 0.
because the component v is integrated out.
But then:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď ĆCorrpµ, βq ` eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
ď 1
2
,
where mpi, jq “ β|k ´ k1| ´ βdpv, v1q for i “ pk, vq and j “ pk1, v1q with k, k1 P t0, 1u and
v, v1 P V is the pseudometric of interest. Hence the Dobrushin theorem applies:
‖pPµqvx ´ pPµqvz‖ “ ‖ρ´ ρ˜‖p0,vq ď
ÿ
iPJ
ÿ
jPV
Di,jbj .
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The second step is to control the quantities bj, as in (38) of Theorem 12. Remark that
the conditional distributions of ρ˜ are the same of ρ with zˆ instead of z.
• Let consider j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V then:
ρ˜
p0,b1q
x,zˆ pAq “
ş
IApx˜b1qpb1px˜b1 , zˆb1qµb1x pdx˜b1qş
pb
1px˜b1 , zˆb1qµb1x pdx˜b1q
.
Then by Lemma 10:
bj ď
#
2
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, b1 “ v1
0, otherwise
,
because zˆV zv
1 “ zV zv1 .
• Let consider j “ p1, vq then:
ρ˜
p1,vq
x,zˆ pAq “
ş
IApz˜vqpvpxv, z˜vqψvpdz˜vqş
pvpxv, z˜vqψvpdz˜vq .
Then:
bj “ 0,
because the variable z is integrated out.
By putting all together:
‖pPµqvz ´ pPµqvzˆ‖ ď
ÿ
jPV
Dp1,vq,jbj ď 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
Dp1,vq,p0,v1q.
Hence:
CorrpPµ, βq “ max
vPV
ÿ
v1PV
edpv,v
1qC
Pµ
v,v1 ď
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
e´β max
vPV
ÿ
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1q`βDp1,vq,p0,v1q
ď 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
e´β.
Proposition 22 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any partition K on the
set V . Suppose that there exists pǫ´, ǫ`q P p0, 1q and κ P p0, 1q such that:
ǫ´ ď pvpxv, zvq ď ǫ` and κ ď gf pxNpfq, yq ď 1
κ
, @x, z P XV , v P V, f P F, t P t1, . . . , T u.
Let µ be a probability distribution on XV and assume that there exists β ą 0 such that:
ĆCorrpµ, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
.
Then for any t P t1, . . . , T u and m P t0, . . . , nu:
ĆCorrpF˜mt µ, βq ď 2e´β ˆ1´ ǫ´ǫ`
˙
` 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
.
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Proof Recall that for x, z P XV :
pF˜mt µqvx,zpAq
“
ş
IApx˜vq
ş ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xwKqµpdx0qψV zKpx˜qpvpx˜v, zvqψvpdx˜vqş ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xwKqµpdx0qψV zKpx˜qpvpx˜v, zvqψvpdx˜vq
,
and: ĆCorrpF˜mt µ, βq “ max
vPV
ÿ
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qC˜
F˜mt µ
v,v1 ,
where C˜
F˜mt µ
v,v1
“ 1{2 sup
zPXV
sup
x,xˆPXV :xV zv1“xˆV zv1
∥
∥
∥pF˜mt µqvx,z ´ pF˜mt µqvxˆ,z
∥
∥
∥. The idea is again to firstly
control each term of the ĆCorr and then sum on them.
Consider the probability distributions ρ and ρ˜:
ρpAq
–
ş
IApx0, xV zKYvq
ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfq, ytq
ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw0 , xwqpvpxv, zvqµpdx0qψV zKYvpxV zKYvqş ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfq, ytq
ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xwqpvpxv, zvqµpdx0qψV zKYvpxV zKYvq
ρ˜pAq
–
ş
IApx0, xˆV zKYvq
ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxˆNpfq, ytq
ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xˆwqpvpxˆv, zvqµpdx0qψV zKYvpxˆV zKYvqş ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxˆNpfq, ytq
ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xˆwqpvpxˆv, zvqµpdx0qψV zKYvpxˆV zKYvq
where x, xˆ P XV , such that xˆV zv1 “ xV zv1 . It can be observed that by definition:
‖ρ´ ρ˜‖p1,vq “
∥
∥
∥pF˜mt µqvx,z ´ pF˜mt µqvxˆ,z
∥
∥
∥ ,
meaning that the Dobrushin theorem can be applied to ρ, ρ˜ where the complete set of index
I “ p0, V q Y p1, V zK Y vq.
The first step is to bound Ci,j for all the possible combinations of i, j P I, as in (38) of
Theorem 12.
• Consider i “ p0, bq and b P V then:
ρp0,bqx0,xpAq “
ś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpvpxv, zvqś
fPNm
f
pKq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpvpxv, zvq
ş
IApxb0q
ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw0 , xwqµpdx0qşś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xwqµpdx0q
“
ş
IApxb0qpbpxb0, xbqµbx0pdxb0qş
pbpxb
0
, xbqµbx0pdxb0q
“ µbx0,xpAq.
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– If j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V then: Ci,j ď C˜µb,b1 .
– If j “ p1, b1q and b1 P V zK Y v then by Lemma 10: Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, b1 “ b
0, otherwise
,
where we majorize the kernel part.
• Consider i “ p1, bq and b P V zK Y v then:
ρp1,bqx0,xpAq
“
ś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqś
fPNm
f
pKqzNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqş
IApxbq
ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpbpxb0, xbqrpvpxv , zvqsIbpvqψbpdxbqşś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpbpxb0, xbqrpvpxv, zvqsIbpvqψbpdxbq
“
ş
IApxbq
ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpbpxb0, xbqrpvpxv, zvqsIbpvqψbpdxbqşś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpbq g
f pxNpfq, ytqpbpxb0, xbqrpvpxv , zvqsIbpvqψbpdxbq
– If j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V then by Lemma 10: Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, b1 “ b
0, otherwise
,
where we majorize the kernel part.
– If j “ p1, b1q and b1 P V zK Y v then by Lemma 10:
Ci,j ď
#
p1´ κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qqq, b1 P Nmv pKq XN2pbq
0, otherwise
,
where we majorize the observation density part.
But then:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď ĆCorrpµ, βq ` eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
`max
bPV
ÿ
b1PN2pbq
eβdpb,b
1q
´
1´ κ2cardpNpbqXNpb1qq
¯
ď ĆCorrpµ, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
`Υp2qe2β
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
,
where mpi, jq “ β|k ´ k1| ` βdpv, v1q with i “ pk, vq and j “ pk1, v1q for k, k1 P t0, 1u and
v, v1 P V is the pseudometric of interest. Remark that we also used 2eβ ą eβ. Then the
Dobrushin theorem can be applied:
∥
∥
∥pF˜mt µqvx,z ´ pF˜mt µqvxˆ,z
∥
∥
∥ “ ‖ρ´ ρ˜‖p1,vq ď
ÿ
jPI
Dp1,vq,jbj .
The second step is to control bj , as in (38) of Theorem 12.
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• If j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V then:
ρ˜
p0,b1q
x0,xˆ
pAq “
ş
IApxb10 qpb
1pxb10 , xˆb
1qµb1x0pdxb
1
0 qş
pb
1pxb1
0
, xˆb
1qµb1x0pdxb
1
0
q “ µ
b1
x0,xˆ
pAq,
where the computations are the same as in ρ
p0,bq
x0,x . Hence by Lemma 10:
bj ď
#
2
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, b1 “ v1
0, otherwise
,
because x1 and x˜1 differ only on v
1.
• If j “ p1, b1q and b1 P V zK Y v then:
ρ˜
p1,b1q
x0,xˆ
pAq “
ş
IApxˆb1q
ś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpb1q g
f pxˆNpfq, ytqpb1pxb10 , xˆb
1qrpvpxˆv, zvqsIb1 pvqψb1pdxˆb1qşś
fPNm
f
pKqXNpb1q g
f pxˆNpfq, ytqpb1pxb10 , xˆb1qrpvpxˆv , zvqsIb1 pvqψb1pdxˆb1q
.
Hence by Lemma 10:
bj ď
#
2p1 ´ κ2cardpNpb1qXNpv1qqq, b1 P N2pv1q XNmv pKqzv
0, otherwise
,
where the case b1 “ v is still zero because the only difference is on v1.
By joining step one and step two it follows:
‖ρ´ ρ˜‖p1,vq ď Dp1,vq,p0,v1qbp0,v1q `
ÿ
b1PN2pv1q
Dp1,vq,p1,b1qbp1,b1q
ď 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
Dp1,vq,p0,v1q ` 2
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯ ÿ
b1PN2pv1q
Dp1,vq,p1,b1q,
Remark that if v1 P V and b1 P N2pv1q then obviously b1 P V and v1 P N2pb1q. Moreover,
by the triangular inequality dpv, v1q ď dpv, b1q ` dpv1, b1q. Then by summing over V and by
applying Lemma 13:ÿ
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qC˜
F˜mt µ
v,v1 ď
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙ ÿ
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qDp1,vq,p0,v1q `
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯ ÿ
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1q
ÿ
b1PN2pv1q
Dp1,vq,p1,b1q
ď
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙ ÿ
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qDp1,vq,p0,v1q
`
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯ ÿ
v1PV
ÿ
b1PN2pv1q
eβdpv,b
1q`dpb1,v1qDp1,vq,p1,b1q
ď 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
e´β `
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
e2β
ÿ
b1PV
ÿ
v1PN2pb1q
eβdpv,b
1qDp1,vq,p1,b1q
ď 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
e´β ` 2Υp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
e2β .
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Given that the bound does not depend on v the thesis follows from the definition ofĆCorrpF˜mt µ, βq.
Corollary 23 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any partition K on the
set V . There exists a region R0 Ď p0, 1q3 depending only on Υ˜, Υ and Υp2q, such that if,
for given pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R0,
ǫ´ ď pvpxv, zvq ď ǫ` and κ ď gf pxNpfq, ytq ď 1
κ
, @x, z P XV , f P F, v P V, t P t1, . . . , T u,
then for β ą 0 small enough depending only on Υ˜,Υ, Υp2q, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ, we have that for
any t P t1, . . . , T u and m P t0, . . . , nu:
ĆCorrpF˜mt π˜t´1, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
(45)
and
2κ´2ΥCorrpPπ˜t´1, βq ` 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
, (46)
where π˜t´1 is the approximated filtering distribution obtained through (19).
Proof The proof is inductive in t. To initialize the induction, let t “ 1. We want to
identify ranges of values for β, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ such that:
ĆCorrpF˜m1 δx, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
(47)
and
2κ´2ΥCorrpPδx, βq ` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
. (48)
Let us start by analysing (47). Note that ĆCorrpδx, βq “ 0. So for any β ą 0, pǫ´, ǫ`q P
p0, 1q2 and κ P p0, 1q we have the trivial upper bound:
ĆCorrpδx, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
“ 0` 2eβ
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 2e´β
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
` 2eβ
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
`
„
3Υp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
` 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
e2β ,
In order to apply Proposition 22 and obtain (47), our next step is to derive constraints
on β, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ such that:
2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
`
„
3Υp2qp1´ κ2Υ˜q ` 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
e2β ď 1
2
. (49)
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This holds for β such that:
β ď 1
2
log
$&% 1´ 4
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
6Υp2qp1´ κ2Υ˜q ` 4
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
,.- “ β10 .
and to guarantee β ą 0 when pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P p0, 1q3, i.e. the logarithm being positive, we
further impose:
1´ 4
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
ą 6Υp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
` 4
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
.
Informed by these considerations we define the region:
R10 – tpǫ´, ǫ`, κq P p0, 1q3 : 8
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` 6Υp2qp1´ κ2Υ˜q ă 1u.
Hence by choosing pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R10 and β ă β10 , the inequality (49) holds as required
and so, noting π˜0 “ δx, Proposition 22 can be applied to give:
ĆCorrpF˜m1 π˜0, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 2e´β
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
` 2eβ
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
`
„
3Υp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
` 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
e2β
which we have already proved to be less than 1{2 for β ď β1
0
and pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R10.
Turning to (48), first note the following trivial upper bound:
ĆCorrpδx, βq ` eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
“ 0` eβ
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
ď 2eβ
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
,
and with the previous choice of β, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ we have also that:
ĆCorrpδx, βq ` eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
ď ĆCorrpδx, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
.
Hence the assumption of Proposition 21 holds without any additional restrictions, meaning
that:
2κ´2ΥCorrpPπ˜0, βq ď 4κ´2Υe´β
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
.
We now need to identify constraints on β, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ in order to guarantee the second of
the following two inequalities:
2κ´2ΥCorrpPπ˜0, βq`2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 4κ´2Υe´β
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
`2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
.
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To do so, we impose:
β ď 1
2
log
¨˝
κ2Υ ´ 8
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
4Υp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
κ2Υ
‚˛“ β20 .
and again for positivity of the logarithm:
κ2Υ ´ 8
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
ą 4Υp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
κ2Υ
This leads us to define:
R20 –
"
pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P p0, 1q3 : κ2Υ ´ 4Υp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
κ2Υ ą 8
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙*
,
and hence by choosing β ď β2
0
and pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R20 we have:
2κ´2ΥCorrpPπ˜0, βq ` 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
.
We have thus proved that with:
β0 “ mintβ10 , β20u and pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R0 – R10 XR20 (50)
both (45) and (46) hold for t “ 1.
Suppose now that (45) holds for t. Then since F˜mt`1π˜t “ π˜t`1, Proposition 22 can be
applied for t` 1 and so:
ĆCorrpF˜mt`1π˜t, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď
2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
`
„
3Υp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
` 2
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
e2β
which we have already proved to be less than 1{2 for β ď β0 and pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R0 – see (49).
Given that (45) holds for t, we also have:
ĆCorrpπ˜t, βq ` eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
ď 1
2
,
Proposition 21 applies and so for the previous choices of β, ǫ´, ǫ`, κ:
2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
`2κ´2ΥCorrpPπ˜t, βq ď 2e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
`4κ´2Υe´β
ˆ
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
ď 1
2
,
which completes the treatment of (46).
Hence the induction is complete and for β ď β0, pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R0 both (45) and (46) hold
for all t.
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A.2.4 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof As already observed in Remark 14, it is not restrictive to prove this result with
µ0 “ δx for a fixed x P XV . For notational convenience we state the proof for πT ´ π˜T but
since T is arbitrary this is also not a restriction.
The quantity πT ´ π˜T can be expressed as a telescopic sum, indeed:
πT ´ π˜T “ FT . . . F1δx ´ F˜mT . . . F˜m1 δx “
Tÿ
t“1
pFT . . . Ft`1Ftπ˜t´1 ´ FT . . . Ft`1F˜mt π˜t´1q,
hence given J Ď K P K, by the triangular inequality:
‖πT ´ π˜T ‖J ď
T´1ÿ
t“1
∥
∥
∥FT . . . Ft`1Ftπ˜t´1 ´ FT . . . Ft`1F˜mt π˜t´1
∥
∥
∥
J
`
∥
∥
∥FT π˜T´1 ´ F˜mT π˜T´1
∥
∥
∥
J
.
If ǫ´, ǫ`, κ and β are chosen according to Corollary 23 then Proposition 17 can be applied
for t P t1, . . . T ´ 1u:
‖πT ´ π˜T ‖J ď
T´1ÿ
t“1
2e´βpT´tq
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
#
e´βdpv,v
1q sup
xPXV ,zvPX
∥
∥
∥pFtπ˜t´1qv1x0,zv ´ pF˜mt π˜t´1qv
1
x0,zv
∥
∥
∥
+
`
∥
∥
∥FT π˜T´1 ´ F˜mT π˜T´1
∥
∥
∥
J
.
But given that also Proposition 18 and Proposition 20 can be applied then by considering
v1 P K 1:
sup
x1PXV ,zv
1PX
∥
∥
∥pFtπ˜t´1qv1x1,z ´ pF˜mt π˜t´1qv
1
x1,z
∥
∥
∥ ď 2
´
1´ κapKq
¯
` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
and ∥
∥
∥FT π˜T´1 ´ F˜mT π˜T´1
∥
∥
∥
J
ď 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpm,Kq
¯
cardpJq.
Hence putting everything together:
‖πT ´ π˜T‖J
ď
”
2
´
1´ κapKq
¯
` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯ı T´1ÿ
t“1
2e´βpT´tq
ÿ
vPJ
1` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpm,Kq
¯
cardpJq
ď
”
2
´
1´ κapKq
¯
` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯ı 2
peβ ´ 1qcardpJq
` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpm,Kq
¯
cardpJq
“ α1pβq
´
1´ κapKq
¯
cardpJq ` γ1pβq
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
cardpJqe´βm (51)
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A.3 Smoothing
As for the filtering distribution, the proof of Theorem 3 follows by breaking down the
problem. Consider the difference between the optimal smoothing and the approximate one:
Rπ˜tπ˜t`1|T ´ Rπtπt`1|T “Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1 π˜T ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1πT
`
T´t´1ÿ
s“0
Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπ˜t`sπt`s`1|T ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπt`sπt`s`1|T ,
(52)
hence the overall proof can be split in three steps:
1. control the part outside the sum: approximate smoothing stability (Subsection A.3.1);
2. control the part inside the sum: approximate smoothing stability and smoothing error
control (Subsection A.3.2).
We shall need the following definition.
Definition 24 Let µ, ν be probability distributions on XV , let Z „ µ and X|Z „ ÐÝP νpZ, ¨q,
where
ÐÝ
P νpz, ¨q – ppx, zqνpdxq{
ş
ppx, zqνpdxq. Then define:
p
νÐÝµ qvz,xpAq – PpZv P A|ZV zv “ z,X “ xq.
A.3.1 Approximate smoothing stability
We want to prove that an application of the approximate smoothing operator to π˜T is not
too different from the same applied on πT .
Proposition 25 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any partition K on the
set V . There exists a region R0 Ď p0, 1q3, as in Corollary 23, depending only on Υ˜,Υ and
Υp2q, such that if, for given pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R0,
ǫ´ ď pvpxv, zvq ď ǫ` and κ ď gf pxNpfq, ytq ď 1
κ
, @x, z P XV , f P F, v P V, t P t1, . . . , T u,
then for β ą 0 small enough depending only on Υ˜,Υ, Υp2q, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ, we have that for
any t P t0, . . . , T ´ 1u,K P K and J Ď K and m P t0, . . . , nu:
∥
∥Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1π˜T ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1πT
∥
∥
J
ď 2e´βpT´tq
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
#
e´βdpv,v
1q sup
xT´1,xT PXV
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
p
π˜T´1ÐÝ˜
πT qv1xT ,xT´1 ´ p
π˜T´1ÐÝπT qv1xT ,xT´1
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
+
.
(53)
Proof Denote with
ÐÝ˜
p tp¨, ¨q the reverse kernel density with reference distribution the ap-
proximated filtering distribution, i.e.:
ÐÝ˜
p tpz, xq –
ppx, zqş
ppxˆ, zqπ˜tpdxˆq .
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Then:
Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1π˜T pAq “
ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1pxT , xT´1qπ˜T´1pdxT´1qπ˜T pdxT q
Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1πT pAq “
ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1pxT , xT´1qπ˜T´1pdxT´1qπT pdxT q.
Consider the following probability distributions:
ρpAq –
ż
IApxt, . . . , xT qÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1pxT , xT´1qπ˜T´1pdxT´1qπT pdxT q
ρ˜pAq –
ż
IApxt, . . . , xT qÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1pxT , xT´1qπ˜T´1pdxT´1qπ˜T pdxT q,
the quantity of interest can be reformulated in terms of LTV on ρ, ρ˜:
∥
∥Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1π˜T ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1πT
∥
∥
J
“ ‖ρ´ ρ˜‖pt,Jq .
So, it is enough to find a bound for ‖ρ´ ρ˜‖pt,Jq to guarantee the proof of the statement.
The Dobrushin theorem can be used on the distributions ρ, ρ˜ where the index set is I “ŤT
k“tpk, V q and the subset is pt, Jq.
The first step is to bound Ci,j for all the possible combination of i, j P I, as in (38) of
Theorem 12. In the following passages we consider the notation x “ pxt, . . . , xT q, where
xk P XV for k “ t, . . . , T and xzxvk – pxt, . . . , xV zvk , . . . , xT q (and the same with tilde).
• Consider i “ pt, vq and v P V then:
ρ˜pt,vqx pAq “
ş
IApx˜vt qIxzxvt px˜zx˜vt q
ÐÝ˜
p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1px˜T , x˜T´1qπ˜T´1pdx˜T´1qπ˜T pdx˜T qş
Ixzxvt
px˜zx˜vt qÐÝ˜p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1px˜T , x˜T´1qπ˜T´1pdx˜T´1qπ˜T pdx˜T q
“
ş
IApxvt qÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqpπ˜tqvxtpdxvt qşÐÝ˜
p tpxt`1, xtqpπ˜tqvxtpdxvt q
“
ş
IApxvt qpvpxvt , xvt`1qpπ˜tqvxtpdxvt qş
pvpxvt , xvt`1qpπ˜tqvxtpdxvt q
where the last passage follow from the independence of the numerator of the reverse
kernel from xt. Now we have to distinguish the different cases in which ρ
i
x can differ
from ρix˜, where x
Izj “ x˜Izj.
– If j “ pt, v1q and v1 P V then: Ci,j ď C˜ π˜tv,v1 .
– If j “ pt` 1, v1q and v1 P V then: Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pk, v1q with k ą t` 1 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0,
which is obvious given that in ρix there is no dependence on xk with k ą t` 1.
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• Consider i “ pk, vq with t` 1 ă k ă T and v P K with K P K then:
ρ˜pk,vqx pAq
“
ş
IApx˜vkqIxzxvkpx˜zx˜vkq
ÐÝ˜
p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1px˜T , x˜T´1qπ˜T´1pdx˜T´1qπ˜T pdx˜T qş
Ixzxv
k
px˜zx˜vkq
ÐÝ˜
p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1px˜T , x˜T´1qπ˜T´1pdx˜T´1qπ˜T pdx˜T q
“
ş
IApxvkq
ÐÝ˜
p k´1pxk, xk´1qÐÝ˜p kpxk`1, xkqpπ˜kqvxkpdxkqşÐÝ˜
p k´1pxk, xk´1qÐÝ˜p kpxk`1, xkqpπ˜kqvxkpdxkq
“
ş
IApxvkq
ÐÝ˜
p k´1pxk, xk´1qpvpxvk, xvk`1qpπ˜kqvxkpdxkqşÐÝ˜
p k´1pxk, xk´1qpvpxvk, xvk`1qpπ˜kqvxkpdxkq
,
where the last passage follows from the definition of the denominator of
ÐÝ˜
p kpxk`1, xkq
that is independent from xvk given that xk is integrated out. At this point we carry
on the computations on the numerator and remark that similar calculations follow on
the denominator when A “ X. Firstly we can expand the definition of pπ˜kqvxk and
obtain:ż
IApxvqÐÝ˜p k´1px, xk´1qpvpxv, xvk`1qś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ş ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw0 , xwKqπ˜k´1pdx0qψV zKpx˜qş ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ş ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xwKqπ˜k´1pdx0qψV zKpx˜qψvpdxvq
ψvpdxvq
“
ż
IApxvq
ś
wPV p
wpxwk´1, xwqś
K 1PK
şś
wPK 1 p
wpxwk´1, xwqπ˜K
1
k´1pdxK
1
k´1q
pvpxv , xvk`1q
ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ş ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xwKqπ˜k´1pdx0qψV zKpx˜qş ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ş ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xwKqπ˜k´1pdx0qψV zKpx˜qψvpdxvq
ψvpdxvq
“
ż
IApxvq
pvpxvk´1, xvqşś
wPK p
wpxwk´1, xwqπ˜Kk´1pdxKk´1q
pvpxv, xvk`1qś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ş ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw0 , xwKqπ˜k´1pdx0qψV zKpx˜qş ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ş ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xwKqπ˜k´1pdx0qψV zKpx˜qψvpdxvq
ψvpdxvq
“
ż
IApxvqpvpxvk´1, xvqpvpxv, xvk`1qś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ş ś
wPNmv pKqzK
pwpxw0 , xwKqπ˜V zKk´1 pdxV zK0 qψV zKpx˜qş ś
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ş ś
wPNmv pKq
pwpxw
0
, xwKqπ˜k´1pdx0qψV zKpx˜qψvpdxvq
ψvpdxvq,
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where we just used the factorization of π˜k´1 and the factorization of the kernel. Given
that the same hold for the denominator we can simplify our expression a bit more.
Define:
Nk –
ż
IApxvqpvpxvk´1, xvqpvpxv , xvk`1qż ź
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ź
wPNmv pKqzK
pwpxw0 , xwKqπ˜V zKk´1 pdxV zK0 qψV zKpx˜qψvpdxvq,
Dk –
ż
pvpxvk´1, xvqpvpxv, xvk`1qż ź
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ź
wPNmv pKqzK
pwpxw0 , xwKqπ˜V zKk´1 pdxV zK0 qψV zKpx˜qψvpdxvq.
Then:
ρ˜pk,vqx pAq “
Nk
Dk
.
– If j “ pk1, v1q with k1 ď k ´ 2 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0.
– If j “ pk ´ 1, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pk, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qq
¯
, v1 P N2pvqzv
0, otherwise
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the ob-
servation density part. Recall that the only factors that contains v are the one
in Npvq so the components that are connected to these factors are the one in
N2pvq.
– If j “ pk ` 1, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pk1, v1q with k1 ě k ` 2 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0.
• Consider i “ pT, vq and v P V then:
ρ˜pT,vqx pAq “
ş
IApx˜vT qIxzxvT px˜zx˜vT q
ÐÝ˜
p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1px˜T , x˜T´1qπ˜T´1pdx˜T´1qπ˜T pdx˜T qş
Ixzxv
T
px˜zx˜vT q
ÐÝ˜
p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1px˜T , x˜T´1qπ˜T´1pdx˜T´1qπ˜T pdx˜T q
“
ş
IApxvT q
ÐÝ˜
p T´1pxT , xT´1qpπ˜T qvxT pdxvT qşÐÝ˜
p T´1pxT , xT´1qpπ˜T qvxT pdxvT q
“ NT
DT
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where:
NT –
ż
IApxvT qpvpxvT´1, xvT q
ż ź
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqT , yT qź
wPNmv pKqzK
pwpxwT´1, xwT qπ˜V zKT´1 pdxV zKT´1 qψV zKpdxV zKT qψvpdxvT q
DT –
ż
pvpxvT´1, xvT q
ż ź
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqT , yT qź
wPNmv pKqzK
pwpxwT´1, xwT qπ˜V zKT´1 pdxV zKT´1 qψV zKpdxV zKT qψvpdxvT q
which follows from similar passages as in i “ pk, vq.
– If j “ pk1, v1q with k1 ď T ´ 2 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0.
– If j “ pT ´ 1, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pT, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qq
¯
, v1 P N2pvqzv
0, otherwise
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the ob-
servation density part. Recall that the only factors that contains v are the one
in Npvq so the components that are connected to these factors are the one in
N2pvq.
Given the previous results, for any v P V :
ÿ
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
ř
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qC˜ π˜tv,v1 ` eβ
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, i “ p0, vq
2eβ
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
` ř
v1PN2pvq
´
1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qq
¯
eβdpv,v
1q, i “ pk, vq,
eβ
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
` ř
v1PN2pvq
´
1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qq
¯
eβdpv,v
1q, i “ pT, vq
where mpi, jq “ β|k´ k1|`βdpv, v1q for i “ pk, vq and j “ pk1, v1q with k, k1 P tt, . . . , T u and
v, v1 P V is the pseudometric of interest on the index set I. But then given that we are in
R0:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
Ci,j ď ĆCorrpπ˜t, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
.
Given that
ř
jPI Ci,j ď
ř
jPI e
mpi,jqCi,j then the Dobrushin theorem (Theorem 12) can be
applied, meaning that:
∥
∥Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1π˜T ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1πT
∥
∥
J
“ ‖ρ´ ρ˜‖pt,Jq ď
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
jPI
Dpt,vq,jbj.
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The second step is to control the quantities bj , as in (38) of Theorem 12:
bj “ sup
xPXI
∥
∥ρjx ´ ρ˜jx
∥
∥ .
Remark that the form of ρ˜ix is already known from the study on Ci,j, hence we can compute
just ρix and then compare it.
• If j “ pk, v1q with k ă T and v1 P V then:
ρjxpAq “ ρ˜jxpAq,
because the difference is only on the final integral (on πT and π˜T ) which disappear as
consequence of the Markov property derived from the reversed kernel, hence:
bj “ 0.
• If j “ pT, v1q and v1 P V then:
ρpT,v
1q
x pAq
“
ş
IApx˜v1T qIxzxv1
T
px˜zx˜v1T q
ÐÝ˜
p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1px˜T , x˜T´1qπ˜T´1pdx˜T´1qπT pdx˜T qş
I
xzxv
1
T
px˜zx˜v1T q
ÐÝ˜
p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p T´1px˜T , x˜T´1qπ˜T´1pdx˜T´1qπT pdx˜T q
“
ş
IApxv1T q
ÐÝ˜
p T´1pxT , xT´1qpπT qv1xT pdxv
1
T qşÐÝ˜
p T´1pxT , xT´1qpπT qv1xT pdxv
1
T q
Moreover, given that maxiPI
ř
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď 12 then Lemma 13 can be applied and so:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPJ
empi,JqDi,j ď 2.
By joining step one and step two it follows that:
∥
∥Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1π˜T ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1πT
∥
∥
J
ď
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
jPI
Dpt,vq,jbj ď
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
v1PV
Dpt,vq,pT,v1qbpT,v1q
ď
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
v1PV
eβ|T´t|`βdpv,v
1qDpt,vq,pT,v1qe
´β|T´t|´βdpv,v1q sup
xT´1,xT PXV
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
p
π˜T´1ÐÝ˜
πT qv1xT ,xT´1 ´ p
π˜T´1ÐÝπT qv1xT ,xT´1
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď 2e´βpT´tq
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
#
e´βdpv,v
1q sup
xT´1,xT PXV
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
p
π˜T´1ÐÝ˜
πT qv1xT ,xT´1 ´ p
π˜T´1ÐÝπT qv1xT ,xT´1
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
+
.
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Proposition 26 Suppose there exist pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P p0, 1q3, such that:
ǫ´ ď pvpxv, zvq ď ǫ`, @x, z P XV , v P V.
Then for any v P V and for any x0, x1 P XV and m P t0, . . . , nu:
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
p
π˜T´1ÐÝπT qvx1,x0 ´ p
π˜T´1ÐÝ˜
πT qvx1,x0
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď 2
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2
sup
x1PXV
∥
∥pπT qvx1 ´ pπ˜T qvx1
∥
∥ .
where π˜t is the approximated filtering distribution obtained through recursion (19) and πt is
the approximated filtering distribution obtained through recursion (4).
Proof Denote with
ÐÝ˜
p tp¨, ¨q the reverse kernel with reference distribution the approximated
filtering distribution, i.e.:
ÐÝ˜
p tpz, xq –
ppx, zqş
ppxˆ, zqπ˜tpdxˆq
Consider our probability distributions:
p
π˜T´1ÐÝπT qvx1,x0pAq “
ş
IApxv1qÐÝ˜p T´1px1, x0qpπT qvx1pdxv1qşÐÝ˜
p T´1px1, x0qpπT qvx1pdxv1q
p
π˜T´1ÐÝ˜
πT qvx1,x0pAq “
ş
IApxv1qÐÝ˜p T´1px1, x0qpπ˜T qvx1pdxv1qşÐÝ˜
p T´1px1, x0qpπ˜T qvx1pdxv1q
.
We can observe that we have the form
ş
IApxqΛpxqνpdxq{
ş
Λpxqνpdxq which allows us to
apply Lemma 11. Hence:
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
p
π˜T´1ÐÝπT qvx1,x0 ´ p
π˜T´1ÐÝ˜
πT qvx1,x0
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
ď 2
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2
sup
x1PXV
∥
∥pπtqvx1 ´ pπ˜tqvx1
∥
∥ . (54)
Remark that in this case the function Λ in Lemma 11 is
ÐÝ˜
p t´1px˜1, x0qIxV zv
1
px˜V zv
1
q hence the
result follows from the following observations:
•
ÐÝ˜
p t´1px˜1, x0qIxV zv
1
px˜V zv
1
q ď
´
ǫ`
ǫ´
¯ ś
v1PV zv
pv
1
pxv
1
0
,xv
1
1
qş ś
v1PV zv
pv
1pxˆv
1
0
,xv
1
1
qπ˜t´1pdxˆ0q
;
•
ÐÝ˜
p t´1px˜1, x0qIxV zv
1
px˜V zv
1
q ě
´
ǫ´
ǫ`
¯ ś
v1PV zv
pv
1
pxv
1
0
,xv
1
1
qş ś
v1PV zv
pv
1pxˆv
1
0
,xv
1
1
qπ˜t´1pdxˆ0q
;
where the ratio is constant in xv1 and the inequality holds also for the sup and the inf.
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A.3.2 Approximate smoothing stability and smoothing error control
We want to prove that an initial application of the optimal smoothing operator followed by a
sequential application of the approximate smoothing operator to a probability distribution
µ is not too different from an initial application of the approximate smoothing operator
followed by a sequential application of the approximate smoothing operator to the same
probability distribution µ.
Proposition 27 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any partition K on the
set V . There exists a region R0 Ď p0, 1q3, as in Corollary 23, depending only on Υ˜,Υ and
Υp2q, such that if, for given pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R0,
ǫ´ ď pvpxv, zvq ď ǫ` and κ ď gf pxNpfq, ytq ď 1
κ
, @x, z P XV , f P F, v P V, t P t1, . . . , T u,
then for β ą 0 small enough depending only on Υ˜,Υ,Υp2q, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ, we have that for
any t P t0, . . . , T ´ 1u, m P t0, . . . , nu and for any s “ t0, . . . , T ´ t` 1u:
∥
∥Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπ˜t`sµ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπt`sµ
∥
∥
J
ď 2e´βs
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
!
e´βdpv,v
1q
∥
∥
∥pπ˜t`sqv1xt`s,z ´ pπt`sqv
1
xt`s,z
∥
∥
∥
)
.
(55)
Proof Denote with ÐÝp tp¨, ¨q the reverse kernel with reference distribution the optimal
filtering distribution and with
ÐÝ˜
p tp¨, ¨q the reverse kernel with reference distribution the
approximated filtering distribution, i.e.:
ÐÝp tpz, xq –
ppx, zqş
ppxˆ, zqπtpdxˆq and
ÐÝ˜
p tpz, xq –
ppx, zqş
ppxˆ, zqπ˜tpdxˆq
Then:
Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`sµpAq “
ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝ˜p t`spxt`s`1, xt`sqπ˜t`spdxt`sqµpdxt`s`1q
Rπ˜t . . .Rπt`sµpAq “
ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝp t`spxt`s`1, xt`sqπt`spdxt`sqµpdxt`s`1q.
Define the probability distributions:
ρzpAq –
ż
IApxt, . . . , xt`sqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝp t`spz, xt`sqπt`spdxt`sq
ρ˜zpAq –
ż
IApxt, . . . , xt`sqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝ˜p t`spz, xt`sqπ˜t`spdxt`sq
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The quantity of interest can be reformulated as follows:
∥
∥Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπ˜t`sµ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπt`sµ
∥
∥
J
“ sup
APσpXJ qq
ˇˇˇ ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝ˜p t`spz, xt`sqπ˜t`spdxt`sqµpdzq
´
ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝp t`spz, xt`sqπt`spdxt`sqµpdzq
ˇˇˇ
“ sup
APσpXJ qq
ˇˇˇ ż „ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝ˜p t`spz, xt`sqπ˜t`spdxt`sq
´
ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝp t`spz, xt`sqπt`spdxt`sq

µpdzq
ˇˇˇ
ď sup
APσpXJ qq
ż ˇˇˇ „ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝ˜p t`spz, xt`sqπ˜t`spdxt`sq
´
ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝp t`spz, xt`sqπt`spdxt`sq
 ˇˇˇ
µpdzq
ď sup
zPXV
#
sup
APσpXJ qq
ˇˇˇ „ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝ˜p t`spz, xt`sqπ˜t`spdxt`sq
´
ż
IApxtqÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqπ˜tpdxtq . . .ÐÝp t`spz, xt`sqπt`spdxt`sq
 ˇˇˇ*
“ sup
zPXV
‖ρz ´ ρ˜z‖pt,Jq .
Hence it is enough to find a bound for ‖ρz ´ ρ˜z‖pt,Jq to guarantee the proof of the
statement. The Dobrushin theorem can be used on the distributions ρz, ρ˜z where the index
set is I “ Ťt`sk“tpk, V q and the subset is pt, Jq.
The first step is to bound Ci,j for all the possible combination of i, j P I, as in (38) of
Theorem 12. In the following passages we consider the notation x “ pxt, . . . , xt`sq, where
xk P XV for k “ t, . . . , t` s and xzxvk – pxt, . . . , xV zvk , . . . , xt`sq (and the same with tilde).
• Consider i “ pt, vq and v P V then:
pρ˜zqpt,vqx pAq “
ş
IApx˜vt qIxzxvt px˜zx˜vt q
ÐÝ˜
p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p t`spz, x˜t`sqπ˜t`spdx˜t`sqş
Ixzxvt
px˜zx˜vt qÐÝ˜p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p t`spz, x˜t`sqπ˜t`spdx˜t`sq
“
ş
IApxvt qÐÝ˜p tpxt`1, xtqpπ˜tqvxtpdxvt qşÐÝ˜
p tpxt`1, xtqpπ˜tqvxtpdxvt q
“
ş
IApxvt qpvpxvt , xvt`1qpπ˜tqvxtpdxvt qş
pvpxvt , xvt`1qpπ˜tqvxtpdxvt q
where the last passage follow from the independence of the numerator of the reverse
kernel from xt. Now we have to distinguish the different cases in which ρ
i
x can differ
from ρix˜, where x
Izj “ x˜Izj.
– If j “ pt, v1q and v1 P V then: Ci,j ď C˜ π˜tv,v1 .
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– If j “ pt` 1, v1q and v1 P V then: Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pk, v1q with k ą t` 1 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0,
which is obvious given that in ρix there is no dependence on xk with k ą t` 1.
• Consider i “ pk, vq with t` 1 ă k ď t` s and v P K Ď V then:
pρ˜zqpk,vqx pAq
“
ş
IApx˜vkqIxzxvkpx˜zx˜vkq
ÐÝ˜
p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p t`spz, x˜t`sqπ˜t`spdx˜t`sqş
Ixzxv
k
px˜zx˜vkq
ÐÝ˜
p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝ˜p t`spz, x˜t`sqπ˜t`spdx˜t`sq
“
ş
IApxvkq
ÐÝ˜
p k´1pxk, xk´1qÐÝ˜p kpxk`1, xkqpπ˜kqvxkpdxkqşÐÝ˜
p k´1pxk, xk´1qÐÝ˜p kpxk`1, xkqpπ˜kqvxkpdxkq
“
ş
IApx˜vkq
ÐÝ˜
p k´1pxk, xk´1qpvpxvk, xvk`1qpπ˜kqvxkpdxkqşÐÝ˜
p k´1pxk, xk´1qpvpxvk, xvk`1qpπ˜kqvxkpdxkq
“ Nk
Dk
where xt`s`1 “ z and everything follows the same procedure explained in the proof
of Proposition 25, in particular we have:
Nk –
ż
IApxvqpvpxvk´1, xvqpvpxv , xvk`1qż ź
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ź
wPNmv pKqzK
pwpxw0 , xwKqπ˜V zKk´1 pdxV zK0 qψV zKpx˜qψvpdxvq,
Dk –
ż
pvpxvk´1, xvqpvpxv, xvk`1qż ź
fPNm
f
pKq
gf pxNpfqK , ytq
ź
wPNmv pKqzK
pwpxw0 , xwKqπ˜V zKk´1 pdxV zK0 qψV zKpx˜qψvpdxvq,
– If j “ pk1, v1q with k1 ď k ´ 2 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0.
– If j “ pk ´ 1, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pk, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qq
¯
, v1 P N2pvqzv
0, otherwise
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the ob-
servation density part. Recall that the only factors that contains v are the one
in Npvq so the components that are connected to these factors are the one in
N2pvq.
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– If j “ pk ` 1, v1q and v1 P V then Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, v1 “ v
0, v1 ‰ v
,
where the result follow from Lemma 10, obtained by a majorization of the kernel
part.
– If j “ pk1, v1q with k1 ě k ` 2 and v1 P V then: Ci,j “ 0.
Given the previous results, for any v P V and t` 1 ă k ă t` s:
ÿ
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď
$’&’%
ř
v1PV
eβdpv,v
1qC˜ π˜t
v,v1
` eβ
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, i “ p0, vq
2eβ
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
` ř
v1PN2pvq
p1´ κ2cardpNpvqXNpv1qqqeβdpv,v1q, i “ pk, vq,
where mpi, jq “ β|k ´ k1| ` βdpv, v1q for i “ pk, vq and j “ pk1, v1q with k, k1 P tt, . . . , t` su
and v, v1 P V is the pseudometric of interest on the index set I. But then by combining the
above calculation with the Corollary 23:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
Ci,j ď ĆCorrpπ˜t, βq ` 2eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
` e2βΥp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
ď 1
2
.
Given that
ř
jPI Ci,j ď
ř
jPI e
mpi,jqCi,j then the Dobrushin theorem (Theorem 12) can be
applied, meaning that:
∥
∥Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπ˜t`sµ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπt`sµ
∥
∥
J
“ sup
zPXV
‖ρz ´ ρ˜z‖pt,Jq ď
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
jPI
Dpt,vq,jbj.
The second step is to control the quantities bj , as in (38) of Theorem 12:
bj “ sup
xPXI
∥
∥pρzqjx ´ pρ˜zqjx
∥
∥ .
Remark that the form of pρ˜zqix is already known from the study on Ci,j, hence we can
compute just pρzqix and then compare it.
• If j “ pk, v1q with k ă t` s and v1 P V then:
pρzqjxpAq “ pρ˜zqjxpAq,
because the difference is only on the final kernel which disappear as consequence of
the Markov property derived from the reversed kernel, hence:
bj “ 0.
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• If j “ pt` s, v1q and v1 P V then:
ρpt`s,v
1q
x pAq “
ş
IApx˜v1t`sqIxzxv1t`spx˜zx˜
v1
t`sqÐÝ˜p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝp t`spz, x˜t`sqπt`spdx˜t`sqş
I
xzxv
1
t`s
px˜zx˜v1t`sqÐÝ˜p tpx˜t`1, x˜tqπ˜tpdx˜tq . . .ÐÝp t`spz, x˜t`sqπt`spdx˜t`sq
“
ş
IApxv1t`sqÐÝ˜p t`s´1pxt`s, xt`s´1qÐÝp t`spz, xt`sqpπt`sqv
1
xt`s
pdxv1t`sqşÐÝ˜
p t`s´1pxt`s, xt`s´1qÐÝp t`spz, xt`sqpπt`sqv1xt`spdxv
1
t`sq
“
ş
IApxv1t`sqÐÝ˜p t`s´1pxt`s, xt`s´1qpvpxvt`s, zvqpπt`sqv
1
xt`s
pdxv1t`sqşÐÝ˜
p t`s´1pxt`s, xt`s´1qpvpxvt`s, zvqpπt`sqv1xt`spdxv
1
t`sq
“
ş
IApxv1t`sqÐÝ˜p t`s´1pxt`s, xt`s´1qpπt`sqv
1
xt`s,z
pdxv1t`sqşÐÝ˜
p t`s´1pxt`s, xt`s´1qpπt`sqv1xt`s,zpdxv
1
t`sq
,
where the last few passages follow from the factorization of the transition kernel
ppx, zq and the fact that z is a constant and at the denominator of the reversed kernel
we are integrating out the dependent variable xt`s and from the fact that the can
rewrite numerator and denominator as integrals with respect to the one step forward
conditional distribution. Now from the same procedure as in(54) in Proposition 26:
bj ď 2
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2
sup
xt`s,zPXV
∥
∥
∥pπ˜t`sqv1xt`s,z ´ pπt`sqv
1
xt`s,z
∥
∥
∥ .
Moreover, given that maxiPI
ř
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď 12 then Lemma 13 can be applied and so:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPJ
empi,JqDi,j ď 2.
By joining step one and step two it follows that:
∥
∥Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπ˜t`sµ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπt`sµ
∥
∥
J
“ sup
zPXV
‖ρz ´ ρ˜z‖pt,Jq
ď sup
zPXV
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
jPI
Dpt,vq,jbj ď
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
v1PV
Dpt,vq,pt`s,v1qbpt`s,v1q
ď sup
zPXV
ÿ
vPJ
ÿ
v1PV
eβ|t`s´t|`βdpv,v
1qDpt,vq,pt`s,v1qe
´β|t`s´t|´βdpv,v1q
2
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2
sup
xt`s,zPXV
∥
∥
∥pπ˜t`sqv1xt`s,z ´ pπt`sqv
1
xt`s,z
∥
∥
∥
ď 4
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2
e´βs
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
!
e´βdpv,v
1q
∥
∥
∥pπ˜t`sqv1xt`s,z ´ pπt`sqv
1
xt`s,z
∥
∥
∥
)
“ 4
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2
e´βs
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
!
e´βdpv,v
1q
∥
∥
∥pπ˜t`sqv1xt`s,z ´ pπt`sqv
1
xt`s,z
∥
∥
∥
)
.
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Proposition 28 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any partition K on the
set V . There exists a region R˜0 Ď p0, 1q3, depending only on Υ˜,Υ and Υp2q, such that if,
for given pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R˜0,
ǫ´ ď pvpxv, zvq ď ǫ` and κ ď gf pxNpfq, ytq ď 1
κ
, @x, z P XV , f P F, v P V, t P t1, . . . , T u,
then for β ą logp2q small enough depending only on Υ˜,Υ,Υp2q, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ, chosen ac-
cording to Corollary 23, we have that for any t P t1, . . . , T u and m P t0, . . . , nu:
∥
∥pπtqvx1,z ´ pπ˜tqvx1,z
∥
∥ ď τpβ, κ,m,Kqe
β
eβ ´ 2 , @t P t1, . . . , T u,@x1, z P X
V ,
where π˜t is the approximated filtering distribution obtained through recursion (19),
τpβ, κ,m,Kq – 2
´
1´ κapKq
¯
` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
,
and apKq and bpm,Kq are as in Proposition 18.
Proof Consider the quantity of interest, it is possible to decompose it as follow:
∥
∥pπtqvx1,z ´ pπ˜tqvx1,z
∥
∥ ď ∥∥pFtπt´1qvx1,z ´ pFtπ˜t´1qvx1,z
∥
∥`
∥
∥
∥pFtπ˜t´1qvx1,z ´ pF˜mt π˜t´1qvx1,z
∥
∥
∥ , (56)
where the second quantity can be controlled using Proposition 18 given that Corollary 23
holds, from the choices of β, ǫ´, ǫ`, κ, while for the first quantity the Dobrushin machinery
must be used.
Consider the probability distributions:
ρpAq –
ş
IApx0, xv1q
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq
1
, ytqpvpxv0, xv1qπt´1pdx0qpvpxv1, zvqψvpxv1qşś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq
1
, ytqpvpxv0, xv1qπt´1pdx0qpvpxv1, zvqψvpxv1q
ρ˜pAq –
ş
IApx0, xv1q
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq
1
, ytqpvpxv0, xv1qπ˜t´1pdx0qpvpxv1, zvqψvpxv1qşś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq
1
, ytqpvpxv0, xv1qπ˜t´1pdx0qpvpxv1, zvqψvpxv1q
.
It can be observed that:
‖ρ´ ρ˜‖p1,vq “
∥
∥pFtπt´1qvx1,z ´ pFtπ˜t´1qvx1,z
∥
∥ .
So again the Dobrushin theorem can be applied to ρ, ρ˜ where the index set is I “ p0, V q Y
p1, vq.
The first step is to bound Ci,j for all the possible combination of i, j P I, as in (38) of
Theorem 12.
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• Consider i “ p0, bq and b P V then:
ρ˜p0,bqx0,x1pAq
“
ş
IApx˜b0qItxV zb
0
,xv
1
u
px˜V zb
0
, x˜v1q
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq
1
, ytqpvpx˜v0, x˜v1qπ˜t´1pdx˜0qpvpx˜v1, zvqψvpx˜v1qş
IXpx˜b0qItxV zb
0
,xv
1
u
px˜V zb
0
, x˜v
1
qśfPNpvq gf px˜Npfq1 , ytqpvpx˜v0, x˜v1qπ˜t´1pdx˜0qpvpx˜v1, zvqψvpx˜v1q
“
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq
1
, ytqpvpxv1, zvqś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq
1
, ytqpvpxv1, zvq
ş
IApx˜b0qItxV zb
0
,xv
1
u
px˜V zb
0
, x˜v
1
qpvpx˜v
0
, x˜v
1
qπ˜t´1pdx˜0qψvpx˜v1qş
IXpx˜b0qItxV zb
0
,xv
1
u
px˜V zb
0
, x˜v
1
qpvpx˜v
0
, x˜v
1
qπ˜t´1pdx˜0qψvpx˜v1q
“
ş
IApxb0qpbpxb0, xb1qpπ˜t´1qbx0pdxb0qş
pbpxb
0
, xb
1
qpπ˜t´1qbx0pdxb0q
.
– If j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V then: Ci,j ď C˜ π˜t´1b,b1 .
– If j “ p1, vq then by Lemma 10: Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, b “ v
0, otherwise
,
where we maximize the kernel part.
• Consider i “ p1, vq then:
ρ˜p1,vqx0,x1pAq “
ş
IApx˜v1qIx0px˜V0 q
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq
1
, ytqpvpx˜v0, x˜v1qπ˜t´1pdx˜0qpvpx˜v1, zvqψvpx˜v1qş
IXpx˜v1qIx0px˜V0 q
ś
fPNpvq g
f px˜Npfq
1
, ytqpvpx˜v0, x˜v1qπ˜t´1pdx˜0qpvpx˜v1, zvqψvpx˜v1q
“
ş
IApxv1q
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq
1
, ytqpvpxv0, xv1qpvpxv1, zvqψvpdxv1qşś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq
1
, ytqpvpxv0, xv1qpvpxv1, zvqψvpdxv1q
.
– If j “ p0, bq and b P V then by Lemma 10: Ci,j ď
#´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
, b “ v
0, otherwise
,
where we maximize the kernel part.
– If j “ p1, vq then: Ci,j “ 0.
But then:
max
iPI
ÿ
jPI
empi,jqCi,j ď ĆCorrpπ˜t´1, βq ` eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
.
Given that we want β ą logp2q we cannot just choose ǫ´, ǫ`, κ, β according to Corollary 23,
but we need to modify the region R0:
R˜0 –
$&%pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P p0, 1q3 : κ
2Υ ´ 8
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
4Υp2q
´
1´ κ2Υ˜
¯
κ2Υ
ą 4 and
1´ 4
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯
6Υp2qp1´ κ2Υ˜q ` 4
´
1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
¯ ą 4
,.- .
hence for pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R˜0 and β as in Corollary 23 we have:
ĆCorrpπ˜t´1, βq ` eβ ˆ1´ ǫ´
ǫ`
˙
ď 1
2
.
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Hence the Dobrushin theorem applies:
‖ρ´ ρ˜‖p1,vq ď
ÿ
jPI
Dp1,vq,jbj.
The second step is to control the quantities bj, as in (38) of Theorem 12. Remark that
the conditional distributions of ρ have the same form of the ones of ρ˜ with π˜t´1 instead of
πt´1
• If j “ p0, b1q and b1 P V then:
ρp0,b
1q
x0,x1
pAq “
ş
IApxb10 qpb
1pxb10 , xb
1
1 qpπt´1qb
1
x0
pdxb10 qş
pb
1pxb1
0
, xb
1
1
qpπt´1qb1x0pdxb
1
0
q ,
hence:
bj “ sup
x0,x1PXV
∥
∥
∥pπt´1qb1x0,x1 ´ pπ˜t´1qb
1
x0,x1
∥
∥
∥ .
• If j “ p1, vq then:
ρ˜p1,vqx0,x1pAq “
ş
IApxv1q
ś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq
1
, ytqpvpxv0, xv1qpvpxv1, zvqψvpdxv1qşś
fPNpvq g
f pxNpfq
1
, ytqpvpxv0, xv1qpvpxv1, zvqψvpdxv1q
.
hence:
bj “ 0,
because the only difference between ρ, ρ˜ is on πt´1 and π˜t´1.
By putting all together, it can be concluded that:
∥
∥pFtπt´1qvx1,z ´ pFtπ˜t´1qvx1,z
∥
∥ ď
ÿ
jPI
Dp1,vq,jbj
ď
ÿ
b1PV
Dp1,vq,p0,b1qe
βdpv,b1q`βe´βdpv,b
1q´β sup
x0,x1PXV
∥
∥
∥pπt´1qb1x0,x1 ´ pπ˜t´1qb
1
x0,x1
∥
∥
∥
ď 2e´β sup
b1PV
#
e´βdpv,b
1q sup
x0,x1PXV
∥
∥
∥pπt´1qb1x0,x1 ´ pπ˜t´1qb
1
x0,x1
∥
∥
∥
+
.
By joining this with Proposition 18 in Equation 56:
∥
∥pπtqvx1,z ´ pπ˜tqvx1,z
∥
∥ ď 2e´β sup
b1PV
#
e´βdpv,b
1q sup
x0,x1PXV
∥
∥
∥pπt´1qb1x0,x1 ´ pπ˜t´1qb
1
x0,x1
∥
∥
∥
+
` τpβ, κ,m,Kq.
This result can be iteratively applied. Indeed given that:
∥
∥pπ1qvx1,z ´ pπ˜1qvx1,z
∥
∥ ď 2e´β sup
b1PV
#
e´βdpv,b
1qsup
x0,x1PXV
∥
∥
∥pδxqb1x0,x1 ´ pδxqb
1
x0,x1
∥
∥
∥
+
` τpβ, κ,m,Kq
“ τpβ, κ,m,Kq,
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then:
∥
∥pπtqvx1,z ´ pπ˜tqvx1,z
∥
∥ ď τpβ, κ,m,Kq
t´1ÿ
j“0
p2e´βqj ď τpβ, κ,m,Kqe
β
eβ ´ 2 ,
where the last passage follow trivially from the definition of geometric sum and β ą logp2q.
Proposition 29 Fix any collection of observations ty1, . . . , yT u and any partition K on the
set V . There exists a region R˜0 Ď p0, 1q3, depending only on Υ˜,Υ and Υp2q, such that if,
for given pǫ´, ǫ`, κq P R˜0,
ǫ´ ď pvpxv, zvq ď ǫ` and κ ď gf pxNpfq, ytq ď 1
κ
, @x, z P XV , f P F, v P V, t P t1, . . . , T u,
then for β ą logp2q small enough depending only on Υ˜,Υ,Υp2q, ǫ´, ǫ` and κ, chosen ac-
cording to Corollary 23, we have that for any t P t1, . . . , T u and m P t0, . . . , nu:
∥
∥pπtqvx1 ´ pπ˜tqvx1
∥
∥ ď τpβ, κ,m,Kqe
β
eβ ´ 2 , @t P t1, . . . , T u,@x1, z P X
V ,
where π˜t is the approximated filtering distribution obtained through recursion (19),
τpβ, κ,m,Kq – 2
´
1´ κapKq
¯
` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
,
and apKq and bpm,Kq are as in Proposition 18.
Proof The proof of this result follows the same procedure of Proposition 28, the only
difference is that pvpxv
1
, zvq is missing.
A.3.3 Proof of Theorem 3
Proof Let J Ď K P K, then by the triangular inequality:
∥
∥Rπ˜tπ˜t`1|T ´ Rπtπt`1|T
∥
∥
J
ď ∥∥Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1π˜T ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜T´1πT
∥
∥
J
`
T´t`1ÿ
s“0
∥
∥Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπ˜t`sπt`s`1|T ´ Rπ˜t . . .Rπ˜t`s´1Rπt`sπt`s`1|T
∥
∥
J
.
Given that we are choosing β, ǫ´, ǫ`, κ such that both Corollary 23 and Proposition 25 and
Proposition 27 hold then:
∥
∥π˜t|T ´ πt|T
∥
∥
J
ď 2e´βpT´tq
ÿ
vPJ
max lim itsv1PV
#
e´βdpv,v
1q sup
xT´1,xT PXV
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
π˜T´1ÐÝÝpπ˜T qv1xT´1,xT ´
π˜T´1ÐÝÝpπT qv1xT´1,xT
∥
∥
∥
∥
∥
+
`
T´t`1ÿ
s“0
2e´βs
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
!
e´βdpv,v
1q
∥
∥
∥pπ˜t`sqv1xt`s,z ´ pπt`sqv
1
xt`s,z
∥
∥
∥
)
.
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Similarly also Proposition 28, Proposition 29 and Proposition 26 apply:
∥
∥π˜t|T ´ πt|T
∥
∥
J
ď 4
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2
e´βpT´tq
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
#
e´βdpv,v
1q sup
x1PXV
∥
∥
∥pπT qv1x1 ´ pπ˜T qv
1
x1
∥
∥
∥
+
` 4
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2 T´t´1ÿ
s“0
e´βs
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
"
e´βdpv,v
1q τpβ, κ,m,Kqeβ
eβ ´ 2
*
ď 4
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2
e´βpT´tq
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
"
e´βdpv,v
1q τpβ, κ,m,Kqeβ
eβ ´ 2
*
` 4
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2 T´t´1ÿ
s“0
e´βs
ÿ
vPJ
max
v1PV
"
e´βdpv,v
1q τpβ, κ,m,Kqeβ
eβ ´ 2
*
ď 4
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2
e´βpT´tq
τpβ, κ,m,Kqeβ
eβ ´ 2 cardpJq
` 4
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2
eβ
eβ ´ 1
τpβ, κ,m,Kqeβ
eβ ´ 2 cardpJq
“ 4
ˆ
ǫ`
ǫ´
˙2 „
e´βpT´tq
eβ
eβ ´ 2 `
eβ
eβ ´ 1
eβ
eβ ´ 2

cardpJq
”
2
´
1´ κapKq
¯
` 4e´βm
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯ı
ďα2pβ, ǫ´, ǫ`q
´
1´ κapKq
¯
cardpJq ` γ2pβ, ǫ´, ǫ`q
´
1´ κbpK,mq
¯
cardpJqe´βm,
Appendix B.
The parameters of the FHMM considered in Section 4 can be estimated with an EM algo-
rithm where the exact smoothing distribution is substituted with the Graph Filter-Smoother
approximation. This appendix contains details of the considered maximization step.
To derive the EM updates, let us start by computing the log-likelihood, which is, up to
an additive constant:
ℓpy1:T ,X0:T ; µˆ0, pˆ, c, σ2q “
Mÿ
v“1
log rµˆ0pXv0 qs
`
Tÿ
t“1
Mÿ
v“1
log rpˆpXvt´1,Xvt qs
`
Tÿ
t“1
M´1ÿ
f“1
"
´1
2
logpσ2q ´ 1
2σ2
”
y
f
t ´ c
´
X
f
t ´Xf`1t
¯ı2*
.
(57)
Consider the EM scenario, we want to maximize the expected log-likelihood, however this
expectation is taken under the approximated smoothing distribution π˜t|1:T . Precisely, the
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expected log-likelihood is:
Qpµˆ0, pˆ, c, σ2q “
Mÿ
v“1
ÿ
xPX
log rµˆ0pxqsπ˜v0|T pxq `
Tÿ
t“1
Mÿ
v“1
ÿ
xPX
ÿ
zPX
log rpˆpx, zqsπ˜vt´1,t|T px, zq
`
Tÿ
t“1
M´1ÿ
v“1
ÿ
xPX
ÿ
zPX
"
´1
2
logpσ2q ´ 1
2σ2
”
y
f
t ´ c ¨ x´ c ¨ z
ı2*
π˜
v,v`1
t|T
px, zq,
(58)
where π˜v,v`1
t|T is the joint smoothing distribution ofX
v
t ,X
v`1
t and π˜
v
t´1,t|T is the joint smooth-
ing distribution of Xvt´1,X
v
t :
π˜vt´1,t|T px, zq “
p¯px, zqπ˜vt´1pxqπ˜vt|T pzqř
x˜PX p¯px˜, zqπ˜vt´1px˜q
,
where p¯ is the current estimate of pˆ. Now that we have the target function we have just to
compute the gradient of Q:
BQpµˆ0, pˆ, c, σ2q
Bµˆ0pxq “
1
µˆ0pxq
Mÿ
v“1
π˜v
0|T pxq ´
1
µˆ0px˜q
Mÿ
v“1
π˜v
0|T px˜q;
BQpµˆ0, pˆ, c, σ2q
Bpˆpx, zq “
1
pˆpx, zq
Tÿ
t“1
Mÿ
v“1
π˜vt´1,t|T px, zq ´
1
pˆpx, x˜q
Tÿ
t“1
Mÿ
v“1
π˜vt´1,t|T px, x˜q;
BQpµˆ0, pˆ, c, σ2q
Bc “
Tÿ
t“1
M´1ÿ
f“1
ÿ
xPX
ÿ
zPX
" px` zq
σ2
”
y
f
t ´ c ¨ x´ c ¨ z
ı*
π˜
f,f`1
t|T px, zq;
BQpµˆ0, pˆ, c, σ2q
Bσ2 “
Tÿ
t“1
M´1ÿ
f“1
ÿ
xPX
ÿ
zPX
„
´ 1
2σ2
` 1
2pσ2q2
´
y
f
t ´ c ¨ x´ c ¨ z
¯2
π˜
f,f`1
t|T px, zq;
(59)
remark that deriving Q is not enough, we want also to satisfies all the constraint on the
probability distributions, i.e.:
µˆ0px˜q “ 1´
ÿ
z˜PX
µˆ0pz˜q and pˆpx, x˜q “ 1´
ÿ
z˜PX
pˆpx, z˜q.
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The M-step is then obtained with ∇Qpµˆ0, pˆ, c, σ2q “ 0, precisely:
µˆ0pxq “ 1
M
Mÿ
v“1
π˜v
0|T pxq;
pˆpx, zq “
Tř
t“1
Mř
v“1
π˜v
t´1,t|T px, zq
Tř
t“1
Mř
v“1
π˜v
t´1|T pxq
;
c “
Tř
t“1
M´1ř
f“1
ř
xPX
ř
zPX
y
f
t px` zqπ˜f,f`1t|T px, zq
Tř
t“1
M´1ř
f“1
ř
xPX
ř
zPX
px` zq2π˜f,f`1
t|T px, zq
;
σ2 “ 1
T pM ´ 1q
Tÿ
t“1
M´1ÿ
f“1
ÿ
xPX
ÿ
zPX
ryt ´ cpx` zqs2π˜f,f`1t|T px, zq.
(60)
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